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Memphians Die
In Auto Crash
At Tuscola, Ill.
Two Memphians were killed
and gx others injured on Mon-
delay, July 2, at Tuscola, Ill.,
Wyhen the car in which they
'were riding was struck by
another vehicle headed in the
opposite direction.
The dead were Mrs. Melissa
Newsom, 45, of 120 Vaal, and
her 14-month-old grandson,
Antoine Williams.
Injured were Melvin Wil-
liams, the driver of the car,
his wife, Mrs. Gloria Newsom
Williams, her father, Thomas
Newsom, two other unidenti-
fied adults, and a young girl,
Patricia.
According to a relative of
one of the victims, the group
was en route to Grand Rap-
ids, Mich., to visit a sister of
Mrs. Newsom at the time of
the collision.
7 Bodies of the victims have
been returned to Memphis.
Montague Funeral home is in
charge of final arrangements.
To Speak At
Political Rally
All office seekers endorsed
by the Shelby County Demo-
cratic club have been invited
to speak at a rally scheduled
to be held on the lawn of
Howard H. Jackson,s home,
1371 Volentine ave. Thursday,
July 12 at 8 pin.
The rally is being sponsored
by the Ward 111, Precincts
Three; and Four of the Shelby
County Democratic club.
Speaking for Gubernatorial
Candidate Frank Clement will
Benjamin F. Blakey.
e Political candidates appear-t on the program will be
Ross Pritchard, seeking At -seat
in Congress; Atty. Ira H. Mur-
phy, a candidate for circuit
court clerk; Atty Russell Su-
garmon and Jesse H. Turner,
running for State Democratic
Committeemen; Rev. Alexand-
er Gladney, George Holloway
Jr. and Fred Davis, seeking to
be elected Shelby County De-
mocratic Committeemen.
Chairmen of the rally are
George Holloway, Jr., chair-
man of Ward 21, Precinct Four;
and Mrs. Sadie Clayborn,
chairman of Ward 21, Precinct
Three.
Unity Committee
:The Unity Committee, a
group of Negro citizens, met
Tuesday night at 8 p.m.,—July
3 — at the St. John's AME
church, 2321 Hunter. T h e
Unity Committee met for the
eurpose of expanding and set-
tling up the ward and precinct
Workers. There were about
150 business, civic and religi-
our leaders, representing all
pasts of Memphis and Shelby
Canny, in attendance at this
meeting. The presidents of six
civic clubs which have endors-
ed the Unity Committee's ob-
jectives were also present.
Rev. J. C. Richardson, 1579
Carr, pastor of St. John's
Methodist church and secre-
tary of the AME Conference
in! West Tennessee is chair-
man of the Unity Committee.
'Rev. L. A. Blake, 1980 E.
Person ave., is vice-chairman
of the Unity Committee. He is
minister of the New Salem
Baptist church:
Rev. Richardson said:
, "More than ever before, the
liegro is exercising his right
of citizenship and assuming a
greater role of individual re-
sponsibility. A few self-ap-
pointed Negro leaders, acting
*e
selfish impulses, are not
be to tell us how to vote.
are going to make up our
own minds and support can-
didates because of their own
merits."
Faywood Gaines will be co-
ordinator of poll workers. He
lives at 582 Gillis rd., and is
president of Local 1791, Bro-
therhood of Railway Clerks.
Gaines said:
"The Unity Committee has
embarked on a very worth-
wihile project for this commu-
nity. Everywhere people are
enthusiastic about what the
Unity Committee is doing.
More and more people are
joining with us. We continue
to add ward and precinct
workers to our growing com-
mittee and will have every
polling place covered on elec-
tion day."
From Rev. Richardson:
"The Unity Committee has
endorsed Frank Clement for
Governor and Lewis Taliafer-
*for Congress. We expect to
endorse candidates for the
dainty Confetti/Won."
LIFE MEMBERSHIP —
M • m be r s of the LaRita
Homemakers club made a
$100 payment on a life
membership in the National
Association f o r the Ad-
vancement of Colored Peo-
ple when the club held • re-
U.S. MARSHAL Luke C.
Moore. former Memphians and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Moore, Sr.. of 169 Silverage
ave., has assumed his duties
as a U.S. Marshal after being
sworn in as the second Negro
to serve in such a position in
the history of the country.
Moore, a graduate of Booker
T. Washington high school.
lives in Washingin, D. C., and
was an assistant U.S. Attorney
before he was named to the
post by President Kennedy.
(Withers Photo)
Pritchard Charts
5 Paths To Victory
In Cold War
Speaking at the Memphis
Athletic club and the German-
town Civic club, Cnogressional
candidate Ross Pritchard pre-
dicted that the cold war with
communism will be a prolong-
ed struggle "which the free
world can and will win if we
give full attention to five key
items."
These he listed as . . .
"I. A strong, up-to-date and
diversified defense system.
"2. A foreign policy that
generates offensive thrust.
"3. A productive, free enter-
prise economy that produces
revenue for cold war programs.
"4. A system of education
that develops individuals to
their fullest capacities as re-
sponsible citizens . . . and also
as productive participants in
industry, agriculture and the
professions.
"5. A society here at home
that sets forth, by example,
the beet arguments for a demo-
cratic way of life."
Elaborating on the foreign
policy channel, Pritchard said,
"The American people don't
like to be pu.thed around, and
I think we're all tined of the
Russian attitude that 'what's
mine is mine, and what's yours
is negotiable.'
'There's a certain school of
thought that argues for a pull-
back on our part .. . that says
if we would just disengage
and create a neutral zone, it
would reduce tensions.
"I reject this argument. I
think it plays directly into
Soviet hands. Everyone knows
that when eornething of this
sort is attempted, the Russians
simply move into the neutral
zone . . . then rub their hands
and say 'let's disengage some
more.'
"I think." Pilchard Said,
"we have to stand firm . . .
and more than ttat, we shoulcl
do a little probing of our own.
I think it's high lime we did
more acting am 1 egg re-act-
ing to what the Russians say
and do. Let then worry for a
change, about wiat we're go-
ing to do next."
cent meeting at the home of
Mrs. Alma Morris, 981 Alas-
ka it.. and on hand to ac-
cept the payment was Atty.
u s s•11 B. Sugarmon, Sr.
Seated from left are Mrs.
Thecae Smith, Atty. Sugar-
mon. Mrs. Morris and Mrs.
Bernice Jackson. Standing.
same order, are Mrs. Kathe-
rine Armstrong, Mrs. Ann
Falls and Mrs. Julia Pleas.
Absent members were Mrs.
Janice Jean and Mrs. Cleo
Draper. (Withers Photo)
Memphis Branch Wins Top
Award At NAACP Confab
The Memphis branch of the
NAACP won a top award at
the Freedom Fund Report and
Awards dinner held in Atlanta
during the organization's 53rd
annual convention last week.
Memphis took first honors
for branches with paid execu-
tives for the second consecu-
tive year in the Thalheimer
awards, given annually for the
best and most effective local
program by NAACP units. The
awards were established in
1941 and bear the name of the
donor, Dr. Ross P. Thalheimer.
First prize of $100 was given
the branch for serving as a
clearing house for food, cloth-
ing and relief for Fayette and
Haywood counties, supervis-
ing the distribution of funds
and truckloads of food and
clothing sent from many sec-
tions of the country and the
purchase and distribution of
other food supplies.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A voter-registration cam-
paign in 1961 brought the total
of Negro voters up to 72,000
and resulted in the employ-
ment, election and appoint-
ment of Negroes to commis-
sions, positions and committees
traditionally reserved for
whites.
The Legal Redress and Edu-
cation Committees succeeded
in desegregating four previous-
ly all-white schools, appealed
a schqol desegregation suit at-
tacking the pupil placement
law and handled some 318 sit-
in cases.
Its Labor and Industry Com-
mittee sought increased job
opportunities for Negroes in
public utilities, protested seg-
regated facilities at Interna-
tional Harvester, and the local
post office with venial suc-
cess, filed complaints against
bias in local job classifications,
unions and lay offices of rail-
road employees with the Pres-
ident's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunities and
against t h e discriminatory
practices of the local Employ-
ment Security Bureau.
Branch membership was in-
creased to 8,803, the largest in
the South. It contributed $1,-
000 to the NAACP's national
Freedom Fund.
Madame Young
Retires After 52 Years As Head
Of Gorine College Of Beauty
After 52 years of personal
administration, Madame Gold
Silver Morgan Young has re-
tired as the head of Gorine
College of Beauty Culture, 449
Beale at.
Madame Young is being suc-
ceeded as manager by Mrs.
Valeta B. Edinbourg of 568
Crump blvd., graduate of the
school and physiotherapy in-
structe-
Announcement of Madame
'Young's retirement and the
change in management was
made by Rev. D. M. Grisham,
chairman of the school's trus-
tee board and for nine yews
pastor of Centenary Methodist
church before his recent move
to Nashville as a district super-
intendent for the Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Edinbourg's appoint-
ment was made on the recom-
mendation of Madame Young,
but it will not become final
until action is taken by the
trustees at their regular meet-
ing in September.
PIONEER IN FIELD
Madame Young is consider-
ed one of the last of the rank
of beauticians who pioneered
in the Negro field of beauty
culture shortly after the turn
WE. GOLD S. M. YOUNG
of the century, and which in-
cluded such persons as Ma-
dame C. J. Walker of Indian-
napolis; Sara Washington,
apolis; Sara Washington, foun-
der of the Apex Beauty Cul-
ture System, and Madame An-
nie Malone, founder of the
eporn. System of Beauty Cul-
The Gorine Hair System
was started by Madame Young
at Greenwood, Miss., 52 years
ago. She moved to Memphis in
1919 and set up her school on
Beale street.
Graduates of the school now
operate a ci d staff beauty
schools all over the United
States.
Madame Young will contin-
ue to live at the college. Active
in community work, she has
served on the advisory com-
mittee of Family Service and
was a member of the Council
of Church Women of Memphis.
COMMUNITY SERVICE
Always intereseed in the
underprivileged, Madame
Young has offered scholarships
to a number of girls through
lhe years, who were unable to
pay tuition.
Both Madame Young, and
her successor. Mrs. Edinbourg,
are members of Centenary
Methodist church.
Missouri Blind
Total At 9,600
ST. LOUIS — About 9,600
Missouriane are blind, accord-
ing to figures complied by
the St. Louis Society for the
Blind.
That is about 2 22 per cent
of the state's population. The
statistics were gathered in
1960 and a society spokesman
said that during the past two
years the number undoubted-
ly has increased.
Of the blind, about 12 per
cent were ear 85. '
bh
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Citizens Must Lead
In Fight For Better
Education System
Clement Lists Education As
State's Best Tax Investment
Fotutbeen governors were between 1953 and 1959.
elected in Tennessee during
the first 52 years of this cen-
tury.
But all of them combined
did not allocate as much money
for public education as Frank
0. Clementa's administration
Davis Seeks
Re-Election For
13th Time
Representative Clifford Day
is, now in his 22nd year in the
United States House of Rep-
resentetivess hold-s the rank as
Dean of the Tennessee Dele
ration He is 5th in line of
seniority among 437 members
of Congress.
In the August Democratic
Primary, Reprgentative Davis
Will be seeking the Congres-
sional post for the 13th gine.
Representative Davis is the
second ranking member of the
Committee on Pubic Works.
He is chairman of the impor-
tant Flood Control Committee
and h as managed Public
Works authorizations bills ap-
proximating $6 billion. He is
a member of the Subcommit-
tee on Rivers and Harbors and
Roads.
The Memphis Representa-
tive was one of the sponsors
of the large Interstate High-
way Act under which 41,000
miles of expressways, includ-
ing Memphis,' are being built.
He served three times as chair-
man of the Special Howie Com-
mittee to Investigate Cam-
paign Expenditures in Con-
gressional elections.
He introduced in the House,
and successfully managed the
passage of the TVA Self-Fi-
nancing legislation which
makes it possible for Memphis
to negotiate for return to the
TVA system.
He is now chairman of the
Select Committee making a
two-year study of the acquisi-
tion of land by all Federal
agencies and departments.
Representative Davis cast
the deciding vote in conference
in 1958 which authorized a
bonus of one-half per cent of
all funds alloted to states
under the Interstate Highway
Program which passed legisla-
tion prohibiting billboards on
the Interstate Highway Sys-
tem.
Congressman Davis intro-
duced the first bill authorizing
the Mississippi Parkway from
°anode to the Gulf. This past
April a new concept for the
parkway called She Great Riv-
er Road was authorized and
additional authorization re-
quests are now before the Da-
vis Committee,
Representative fTvis work-
ed 10 yeers to tax co-opera-
tives which now enjoy unfair
competition with tax-paying
businesses. The 1962 Tax Bill
Which passed the House in-
corporated much of the Davis
proposal.
He has tesetifled for the Wil-
derness Preservation legisla-
tion and has been highly com-
plimented by proponents of
the Bill as wee as by a num-
ber of newspapers.
For months Representative
Davis has been investigating
possibilities for the new Mem-
phis air terminal being be-
ing designed as a free port for
international air travel and ex-
ports. He has been advised
that it will be an declared
when sufficient volume is at-
%dried.
During his term in office,
appropriations for education
climbed 71.9 per cent from
988.3 million in 1952-53 ao
$117.2 million in 1958-59.
Pubic education in Tennes-
see's largest and most expen-
sive single tax-supported serv-
ice.
Clement described the pro-
gram this way as he appeared
before the 1957 General As-
sembly in behalf of his request
for approval of budgets total-
ing $229 milion for education
during his last two years in of-
fice:
EDUCATION TOP ITEM
"Forty-three cents of each
state tax dollar is spent for the
services af education. T h e
training of our children is the
most important single function
of state and local government:
consequently, when the cost of
this program is considered
from a long-range view, it
represents a long-term invest-
ment."
Even before Clement's term
in office ended in 1959, Ten-
nessee had begun to realize
some of the returns on the
vestanent."
Nearly 21,000 of the total
teaching force of about 28,000
employed in grades 1 through
12 in 1958 held at least a
bachelor's degree. About 75,-
'I0 teachers were college grad-
uates in 1952 when the total
number employed was 23,468.
Scores on standardized tests
given to about 41,000 pupils
during the 1957 Legislative
Council survey on education
were higher in all subjects
than those on comparable tests
in 1948 and 1949.
Consolidation of schools pro-
gressed rapidly as a result of
improved pupil transportation
arid increased gate funds for
construction. The number of
one-teacher schools dropped
from 1,189 in 1952-53 to 689
in 1956-57.
TEACHERS' PAY
One of the new programs
placed into effect by Clement
provided textbooks to all pu-
pils in grades one through 12,
representing a cost of nearly
$13.5 million between 1953-54
and 1958-59.
Average teacher salaries
rose from $2,380 in 1952-53 to
$3,538 in 1958-59, an increase
see Education Page 2
Board Outlines Program
To Improve Negro Lag
Last in Series
By M. L. REID
When Superintendent of
Memphis City Schools E. C.
Stimbert released figures in
June showing the achievement
level of Negro students in
Memphis was not equal to
that of whites, and that after
the fourth grades they failed
to keep pace with the naitonal
average, it was no surprise to
principals or teachers.
For the past year, principals
and teachers have been study-
ing and discussing the situa-
tion. At the principals' meet-
ing in August, Stimbert ex-
pects to hear them bring up
some ways to solve the prob-
lem.
"It's nnot a situation that
can be remedied overnight,"
Supt. Stimbert said, "but we
expect next year to be a bet-
ter school year.
"In the final analysis," he
said, "achievement rests with
the students. Some way must
be found to show them what
they can accomplish if they
put forth the effort and use
the facilities now at their dis-
posal."
BOOST EDUCATHON
Superintendent Stimbert is
happy to see that the Negro
community is alarmed at the
present achievement level of
students, but he wants to see
all united to alleviate the con-
dition, especially since he is
the head of the system.
He wants for ministers to
boost education from the pul-
pits on Sunday mornings. And
he would also like for parents
to set aside a space for chil-
dren to study, even if it means
turning off the television set
in the evening for a while.
He has faith in the Negro
teachers now employed by the
Board, and believes they can
do a better job of teaching
than some have been doing.
NOT THE ANSWER
Asked if getting rid of those
teachers considered "p o o r"
and replacing them with
others of greater intellects
might improve the situation,
he answered, "No, a student
who wants to achieve can do
so, despite poor teaching. Most
of us have had teachers in our
educational experiences who
were not as good as others, but
if we wanted to learn, we did.
"The average teacher here
can turn out better students,
and it is not necessary for
them to go back to school and
take other courses before this
happens." They only need to
become more dedicated to the
tasks.
"What we need in Memphis
is some Dr. Sheparts," Stim-
bert said.
NEED SHEPARTS
He was referring to Dr.
Samuel Shepart of St. Louis,
Mo., who, when he became
concerned that Negro children
in the lower economic sections
of that trity were below the
national average aroused the
community to the point that
all elements bestirred them-
selves and in record time
closed the gap and now are
above the national norm.
Dr. Shepart stimulated the
children's interest in educa-
tion by showing them what
jobs they could fill in St.
Louis if they properly pre-
pared themselves.
The Negro educator, did this
by field trips, pep talks and
contests, and his methods
gained him national promi-
nence. He has been invited to
Memphis to address the prin-
cipals this fall.
Already the local board has
outlined some methods to im-
prove the Negro achievement
lag.
They include: (1) Increased
work with principals, faculty
group s, and parent-teacher
and parent-study groups.
(2) Employment of the best
possible teachers and a con-
tinuing program of in-service
training to improve all teach-
ers.
(3) A program of instruction
for the talented as well as for
the under-achiever, so that all
can go as rapidly as possible.
(4) Along with capable
teachers, teaching supplies and
equipment and the superviso-
ry personnel demanded to
give direction to the entire
program.
(5) A determination on the
part of the citizens of Mem-
see Program Page 2
A FACE IN A CROWD at
baseball game at Believer
Park has attracted our at
tention. If the man who,
face is encircled will call the
Tri-State Defender's editori
al department biter. Sato:
day, he will be awarded a
supply of Royal Crown
Men's Pomade without cost.
This is one of a series of "A
Face in a Crowd" which ap-
pear in the Tri-State Defen-
der regularly. There fie no
charges to play the game. If
you see your -Face in a
Crowd."' please call the Tr--
State Defender office and
claim the prize offered. Pho-
to by Billy Duncan.
. •
Obit V.AlrLit
StotkStops
AT E. H. CRUATP HOSPITAL
JUNE 15
- Mr. and Mrs. Alex Lenoir
1907 Rile; boy, Benny Durant
JUNE 16
Mr. and Mrs. Will Conard
1862 Keltner cl.; girl, Wautina
,,Yvette.
Mr and Mrs Roy Tolbert,
o 1520 McMillan; boy, William
4 • . . 
• 3554 Brantley rd.; girl, Shar-
1 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Scott,
„Arthur.
' 31.netta Demetna.
. Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Collins,
, .1037 Latham; girl, Clore Phyl-
lis.
,.t• Mr. and Mrs. Joe Taylor,
,-.1870 Carver, Apt. 3; girl, Lin-
da Joyce.
I JUNE 20
• Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Lee,
749 Vollentine; girl, Sharon
Mr. and Mrs. James Lewis,
936-B Porter; boy, James 
1 
De-
. 'JUNE 21 
,eek.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Draper,
2811 Carnes; girl, Omahas
- Mr. and Mrs. Otis Gray, 1915
boy, Kilen Karneal.
Mr. and Mrs. Major A.
- Blanchard, 194 Norwood; girl,
.Rosalyn Theresa.
- JUNE U 141.11111t
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Da-
vis, 890 Palmer Alley; boy,
Alvin Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ray Ar-
mour, 461 Jenson rd.; boy,
Michael Earl.
Mr. and Mrs James Isom,
, Jr., 118 0 Greenwood; boy,
Barry Tyrone.
JUNE 23
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rich-
., , ardson, 1492 Wabash; girl,
....Beverly Renee.
,JUNE 24
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
, Jones, 1885 Cloverdale dr.:
boy, Roosevelt Jr.
• . Mr. and Mrs. Sinclair Stew-
art, 1018 Woodlawn; girl, Kim
, Jayon.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Var-
.„ nado, 3828 Shelby dr.; boy,
- Winston Tyrone.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Walker,
SS Wellington; girl, Cherie-
.; petta.
. JUNE 2$
• Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Camp-
• bell, 484 Flynn rd.; girl, Mary
• , Jeari.
t Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Hooks,
1484 Alcy rd.; boy, Barry Bus-
sell.
Mr. and Urs. Thurman Les-
ter, 115e Wilson; boy, Thur-
man Bernard Jr.
Mr. and ' Mrs. Lee Malone,
3549 Brantley; girl, Lisa Ai--
.
211
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Bailey,
. 554 Edith; boy, William Har-
old. •
AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL:
JUNE 30
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Grayer,
1487 S. Third; girl, Doris Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. David Porter.
315 E. Crump Blvd.; girl, Vic-
'ide Rechelle.
Mr. and Mrs. John Whit.
• '..more, 1084 Leath: boy, Eric
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie L.
Currie, 891 Marble; girl, Mil-
dred Louise.
11' Mr. and Mrs. Rainey John-
'son, 591 Lauderdale; boy, Don-
t.., ald Wayne.
- • Mr. and Mrs. Cleophus Cole-
man, 750 Lauderdale; girl, Car-
late.
-•• Mr. and Mrs. Milton D. Cun-
ningham, 168 Reno; a girl.
- Mr. and Mrs, Lewis Brown,
. , 892 Stafford; boy, Marlon
• 'Dante.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Draine
-1094 S. Lauderdale; boy, Terry.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Wil-
liams, 279 Keel; a girl.
JULY 1
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A.
Johnson, 366 S. Wellington;
boy, Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Smith,
598 Harahan; boy, Donald
Earl.
JULY 2
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie A. C.
Thomas, 1265 Phillips pl.; boy,
James Laster.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A.
Johnson, 2426 Spottswood;boy, Toney Renard.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Wilson, 330 Vance; girl, Step-hanie Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Smith
246 Kirk; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keller,
912 N. Front; boy, Donald
Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. L . A. Boyd,706 Williams; boy, Robert
Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Scul-
lark, 1681 Ash; boy, Earnest.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mull.
1139 Dellwood; girl, Rosa Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W.
Sandlin, 331 Decatur; boy, Mi-
chael Jerod.
JULY $
Mr. and Mrs. Peter S. My
es-a, 1521 S. Lauderdale; girt
Patricia Ann,
Mr. and Mrs. Willette Ben
ton, 659 Jerinettc boy, Wil
lette Jr
Mr. and Mrs Eddie Lee
Ford. 1531 Kansa,. boy, Eddie
Lee Jr.
Mr. and Mrs Everette
Hughes. 611 Edith; boy. Ever-
ette. .1c.
Mr and Mrs. 'vie Baker,
2251 Zanone; a boy.
Mr and Mrs. Willie F. Frank-
lin, 266 Bond, boy, Peritt.
Mi. and Mr, Roy Little,
1395 Hemlock, gal., Barbara
Ann
JULY 4
Mr and Mrs Richard Hud-
son. 3019 Tillman cove, Apt.
3; girl, Daphne Patrice
Mr and Mrs Jesse Morgan,
1514 S. 1,ailderd,ile; boy, Jesse
Lenegrl.
Mr and Mrs. Autry Brant-
ley, 770 Roanoke; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Hebert Barber,
576 Leath; boy, Terry Marcel.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert John-
son, 960 Red Row; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fos-
ter, 1085 Stafford; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Jack-
son, 1356 Fields; boy, Daniel
Louis.,.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomp-
son, 1041 Lane, Apt. 4; bey,
Reginald Charles.
Mr. and Mrs. Oasis Ousley,
658 Lucy; boy, Jerry.
Education
(Continued From Page 1)
of about 50 per cent, including
local funds.
On Clement's recommenda-
tion, the 1953 legislature added
an extra month's salary for all
teachers. In 1955, the General
Assembly provided a $3,000
guaranteed minimum for a
teacher with a bachelor's de-
gree and 15 years of experi-
ence, representing a $420 hike
in pay for those meeting these
qualifications.
Clement obtained legislatito.
approval of additional raise:.
totaling $200 for 1957-59.
SALES TAX
Despite an increase of more
than 100,000 in elementary and
high school enrollment a n d
the employment of more than
5,000 additional teachers dur-
ing the six-year period, the
state provided funds for a
$878 salary hike for degree
teachers with 15 years of ex-
perience.
Funds f o r these record-
breaking expenditures for ed-
ucation resulted frcen a one-
cent increase in the sales tax
by the 1955 Legislature. Con-
tinued economic growth and
corresponding increases in tax
collections have made possible
additional salary hikes during
Gov. Buford Ellington's ad-
ministration.
Tennessee school teachers
this year will receive an aver-
age of about $4,100. including
state and local funds, and the
figure will climb to between
$4.200 and $4,300 in 1962-63.
During Ellington's adminis-
tration, teachers have received
from state funds increaoes of
8100 annually plus additional
increments for experience.
As a result of an "overage"
clause approved by the 1957
Leeislature. collections ex-
ceding budget estimates from
the sales and tobacco taxes
have been distributed to teach-
ers. These bonuses, ranging
from about $5 this year to
$276 last year. average $90
over the five-year period.
SOCIAL SECURITY
Social Security coverage was
added to the State Teachers'
Retirement System during
Clement's administration and
other phases of the retirement
program were improved State
appropriations for the retire-
ment system were $6,709,000
for 1958-59, more than double
the arnourit for 1952-53.
State aid to the capital out-
lay program for the school
plant construction, remodeling
and equipment increased from
$6.3 million in 1952-53 to $8.2
million in 1958-59, providing
funds for thousands of needed
classrooms.
Program
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stev
enson, 1417 Texas; girl, Vio-
let Zina.
JULY 5
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Seay,
2427 Hunter; boy, Freddie Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. James Teal,
10661/2 Beach: girl, Arnetria
Levey.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hewitt,
9481/2 Kansas: boy, Avonzo.
Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd,
1024 Wellington, Apt. 3; boy,
Joseph Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Pastell,
1060 N. Second; boy, Gerald
Dewane.
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Free-
man, 526 Nonconnah; boy,
Terry Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Newsom,
1380 Kansas; girl, Connie Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Britt,
817 Maywood; boy, Paul An-
thony.
Mr. and Mrs. Benny Glasco,
2352 Vanda le ; girl, Patricia
Ann.
JULY
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
Smith, 900 E. Trigg; boy, An-
thony.
Mr. and Mrs. Seander. Dab-
ney, 900 Texas; girl, Vesta
Ronita.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Willis,
877 Neptune; boy, Tony.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L. Lowe
1420 Stonewall; boy, Eddie
Lee Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward La-
nier, 299 S. Fourth; boy, Ed-
ward Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Moody,
2590 Ridgeway; girl, Willie
Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Boyd
887 N. Mansfield; girl, Sharon
Denise.
Encampment At
Owen College
For Youth
The annual Tennessee Bap-
ist Youth Encampment is set
for Owen College July 9-14,
for young people, age 12
hrough 25 and adult leaders.
"Blazing New Trails to New
Frontiers" is the theme for this
year's encampment which at-
tracts youth from all parts of
the state.
Ample time is provided for
classwork, swimming, games,
arts, crafts, drama and news-
paperwork.
The Rev. Kelly M. Smith and
the Rev. C. H. Fitzgerald will
serve as directors of the en-
campment, which is sponsored
by the Tennessee Baptist
Leadership Education Con-
gress, an auxiliary of the Ten-
nessee Baptist Missionary and
Educational Convention.
Instructors are: Rev. Eugene
Waller, Rev. J. S. Harris, Rev.
M. Taylor; Rev. C. H. Fitzger-
ald; Rev. H. H. Battle; Rev.
John Copeland; Rev. J. W.
Salley; and Rev. G. H. Donald.
Workshops and directors are:
Music, Mrs. R. Peterson: dra-
ma, Thomas I. Willard, arts,
crafts anti hobbie s, Mrs.
Franklin and Mrs. Shockley;
and Mrs. E. Cooper, newspa-
per work.
(Continued From Page 1)
phis that they want a first-
rate educational program and
a willingness to provide the
funds to make it a reality.
Serious thought is being
given to the initiation of com-
pulsory summer school and
Saturday classes for those stu-
dents who fail to make their
grades and in-migrant pupils
who would benefit from such
a schedule.
MOBILE ILLUMINATED
SOUND TRUCK OVER 800
SQUARE FEET OF SIGN
SPACE CAN BE RENTED
FOR ELECTION USE.
LEONARD McPIER Co.
M•mphis' Largest Souse
Truck Operator
2093 Madison Avenue
Phone BR 5-5586
GOOD GUESSING GIFTS —
Mrs. Will. Mae Alexander.
left, and Mrs. Dorothy T.
Montgomery receive gifts
from First Vice President
and Secretary B. G. Olive,
Jr.. for having guessed the
Murphy In Strong
Campaign For
Circuit Clerk
Atty. Ira H. Murphy, candi-
date for circuit court clerk, de-
clares he will be campaigning
at top speed until after the
votes are counted on Aug. 2.
He is facing eight opponents.
This is Murphy's first bid for
public office, however he has
been active in civic organiza-
tions since returning to Mem-
phis from New York Univer-
sity.
Murphy was campaign man-
ager for Rev. Henry C. Bunton,
when he ran an unsuccessful
race for a Board of Education
seat in 1959. He was also co-
ordinator for the Volunteer
Committee which backed Atty.
Russell Sugannon, Atty. Ben
L. Hooks and Rev. Roy Love
when they were seeking elec-
tion to public offices in 1959.
After graduating with hon-
ors from Tennessee State A &I
University with a degree in
business administration and
accounting. Murphy obtained
the LLB and LLM law degrees
at New York university. He
attended Booker T. Washing-
ton high school and LaRose
elementary school.
He is the president of the
26th Ward Civic club; worship-
ful master of the H. D. Whalum
Mason lodge; past exalted rul-
er of the Bluff City Elk Lodge
No. 96; a member of the Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity, Kappa
Delta Pi (an honor society in
education); Shrine; Bluff City
Council of Civic clubs; Ameri-
can Bar association; Tennessee
Bar; Tennessee State Alumni
association a n d Mississippi
,Blvd. Seventh Day A.dventist
church.
During the Korean Conflict
he served two years in the
Army. Prior to entering the
Army he served as an account-
ant and assistant business man-
ager at Riverside Sanitoritmi
hospital in Nashville.
TOPS AT ATLANTA LIFE--
Mrs. Alma Bowens is to be
honored by Atlanta Life In-
surance comp•ny for out-
standing achievement for 1961,
the second year she has gain-
ed that honor for the entire
company. Her increase was
more than $230 for the year.
She said. "My greatest desire
Is to be first in increase for
Atlanta Life."
E.
E.-
RECENT BRIDE — Mrs. Alma
Boss, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
N. H. Mosby of Memphis, was
married recently to Z. P. Wil-
liams of Los Angeles, Calif.,
in a quiet ceremony perform-
ed by Rev. A. McEwen Wil-
liams, pastor of St. John Bap-
tist church. The former Mrs.
Ross was a secretary at Uni-
versal Life Insurance company
before her recent marriage.
She and her husband will re-
side in Los Angeles. where
he is with the City Board of
Education.
RILLS PRESSING
L T US consolidote your till,.
post du• or not, Into en• low pay-
ment due, you con afford. Gor•
nishm•nts •yaid•d.
If YOU OWE
PAY AS LOW AS
$1,008 III per week
$2,000 $25 per amok$3,000 135 per %reek
I s Net a Loon - Me Cc...Signers Or
Security 1.1••dird
CREDIT ADVISORS, INC.
310 D•rmon Bldg. Ph 5274377
total number of years repre-
sented at Universal Lite In-
surance company's awards
luncheon. Mrs. Montgomery
was right on the mark with
her guess of 275 years.
IRA H. MURPHY
Murphy said he has been en-
dorsed by both the Shelby
County Democratic club and
the Lincoln League Republi-
can club, and a number of com-
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1.962
Voters To Face 164 Names On Ballot
Voters in the Democratic
and Republican primaries and
the General election on Aug.
DEMOCRATIC
PRIMARY '
GOVERNOR -
(Vote for one)
Frank G. Clement, William
W. Farris, Ronald H. Little,
P. R. Olgiati, L. A. Watts.
U. B. REPRESENTATIVE
(Vote for one)
Clifford Davis, Ross J. Pritch-
ard, Lewis Taliaferro.
STATE SENATE
'(Vote for one in each district)
30th District: William S.
Cobb, Leland F.. Carter.
31st District: Charles C.
Burch, Raymond H. Sayle,
Thomas H. Todd, Jr.
32nd District: Frank L.
White, Dick Potter.
33rd District: James B. Mit-
chell, Robert C. Gregory, C. W.
(Wink)- Bond.
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
(Vote for one in each district)
1st District: Clifford D. Pierce
Jr., Ike R. Clinton.
2nd District: James F. Schae-
fer, William P. fleming, Char-
lie Ishee.
3rd District: Ray W. Church-
ill, Philip L. Peeler, Jack H.
Morris III.
4th District: Mrs. Joan Strang
Lionel W. Mahoney.
5th District: Joe M. Pipkin.
6th District: Marvin J. Brode,
Beverly Ray Owens, Henry
Klein.
7th District: C. H. Bratton,
Morris E. Gannon Jr., John C.
Calhoun, Marvin L. Spruill,
Rudolph Russell.
8th District: Leonard Van
Eaton, Charles H. O'Brien.munity, leader in all areas. 9th District: Robert M. Far-He is married and lives at gason, Haywood 0. Wa•ts.1094 Stafford Ave. 10th District: Hugh S.anton
Jr.General Election 11th District: Jack McNeil,
COUNTY COMMISSION Ben T. Mincy.
(Vote for Three) 12th District: John B. Max-
Jack W. Ramsay, Bruce Jor- well Jr., Thomas J. Troope.
dan, David N. Harsh, Dan C. 13th District: Percy Dupree,
Mitchell, Rudolph Jones. Volney F. Ashley Jr., Edgar
COUNTY REGISTER H. Gillock.
(Vote for one)
Guy B. Bates, Thomas F.
Ragsdale, William R. Norman.
COUNTY COURT CLERK:
(Vote For One)
Hickman Ewing, Ed Rice
George F. Bowden, Mrs. Betty
H. Hays; Douglas Stone.
CRIMINAL COURT CLERK:
(Vote For One)
James A. Blackwell..
COUNTY TRUSTEE:
(Vote For One)
Riley C. Garner.
CIRCUIT COURT CLERK:
(Vote For One)
Ben C. Wessels Jr., Joe N.
Pleas Sr., S. C. Halliburton,
Jesse Turner, Julius Brett, Mrs.
Lillian A. Sadler, Ray Mathes,
0. Z. Evers, I. H. Murphy.
SHERIFF:
(Vote for One)
M. A. Hinds, R. H. (Whitey)
Howell, Clayton... Elam, Sam
Clark, Odell Farris.
PROBATE COURT CLERK:
(Vote For One)
Mrs. Gertrude A. Decker, Da-
vid S. Jones, Jack J. Alexan-
der.
CONSTABLE DISTRICT I:
(Vote For One)
W. S. (Babe) Howard.
CONSTABLE DISTRICT 2:
(Vote For One)
Rodney Saber, Cletus Little-
john. Bethel T. Hunt Jr.
SUPREME COURT
OF TENNESSEE
(Vote For Two)
Weldon B. White, Ross W.
Dyer, Alexander Z. Looby.
COURT OF APPEALS
MIDDLE DIVISION
(Vote For One)
C. C. Chattin.
COURT OF APPEALS
EASTERN DIVISION
(Vote for. One)
Robert E. Cooper.
GENERAL SESSIONS
COURT CLERK
(Vote for One)
Vance J. Griffin.
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2 will be faced with 164 names
on the ballot. It is believed
that this is the largest num-
ber of candidates to be placed
on a ballot during an election
PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION
(Vote for One)
John C. Hammer, E. Lee
Brown, Porter Freeman, Ewing
J. Threet.
STATE DEMOCRATIC
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
(Vote for two men and two
women)
Mose Karnowsky, Mrs. Jewel
Dorris, Jessie H. Turner, Rus-
sell B. Sugarrnon Jr., Mrs.
George T. Lewis Jr., Mrs. Rich-
ard T. White, Lucius Burch
Jr., Mrs. Alberta Boartfield,
Larry Fox, John D. Martin Jr.
SHELBY COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
(Vote for 16)
Chairman: Robert L. Taylor,
James E. Irwin.
Dist. 1: Lee Winchester Jr.
Dist. 2: Bert Bates.
Dist. 3: Dorothyann Scott.
Dist. 4: Alan Hanover, Rob-
ert V. Bickers.
Dist. 5: Claude A. Armour.
Dist. 6: John Ford Canale.
Dist. /7: John F. Regus.
Dist. 8: Herbert B. Moriarty
Jr.
Dist. 9: Rev. Alexander Glad-
ney.
Dist. 10: George L. Holloway
Jr.
Dist, 11: Fred L Davis.
Dist. 12: Carl Moore, Taylor
Blair.
Dist. 13: Paul Vescovo.
Dist, 14: Henry Lehman, Ed-
mund Orgill.
Dist. 15: Bernie Weinman,
B. Ray Allen.
NOW YOU KNOW
Iceland, a North Atlantic
island 500 miles from its near-
est Euhopean neighbor, Scot-
land, is considered a part of
Europe and is Europe's west-
ernmost state. — (UPI)
in the history Of Shelby C:oe
ty. Deadline for filing.
July 3.
REPUBLICAN
PRIMARY
U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
(Vote for one)
Raymond M. Briggs, Robert
B. James.
STATE SENATE
(Vote for one in each district)
30th district: Leo Cole, Bow.
era Hickman.
31st district: Warner Hodg-
es, Loring C. Warner.
32nd district: John J. Thom-
ason, George Harrison.
33rd district: Troy L. ,Gat-
lin, Jack Stites.
STATE REPRESENTATI4
(Vote for one in each di `
1st district: Burnet C.- t'•
hill, Mrs. Rosetta Watson.
2nd district: Jewett Cole,
George Brown.
3rd district: Phil Lowe.
4th district: James ,Mal-
colm Gentry, Keneth
5th district: Mrs. Eleanor
B. Currie. •
6th district: James N. Clay
III, Joe Granito.
7th district: Frank B., Lid-
dell Jr.
8th district: Winfield- C.
Dunn, T. 0. Spencer.
9th district: Mrs. Dorpthy
Storer.
10th district: Mrs. Barbara
Arnoult, Mrs. Maxie Draper.
11th district: Mrs. Keith
Spurner.
12th district: Maurice F.
Keathley Jr., John Stuart.
13th district: William. #
(Tag) Weldon.
STATE REPUBLICAN
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
(Vote for two men and • two
women)
Mrs. Millsaps Fitzhugh, Mrs.
Lewis R. Donelson III, tarry
W. Wellford, Leo J. Btiehig-
nani, Mrs. Belle Pettigrew,
Mrs. Ann Moody, Dave
Marks, Lt.. George W. Lee.
Kroger Has
LOWER
PRICES
...Plus Top Value Stamps
U.S Choice T
ounEdESteak b 79'
U.S. Choice Tenderay
Sirloin Steak
Cube Steaks U.S. Choice lb 99c
Picnics King Cotton SmokedSliced, - Lb. 29s WHOLE, lb. 25'
Pork Chops Smoked 79soeWith coupon & $5.00 add'I.purchase, excl. tobacco
HENDERSON 5
w/coupon & add'I. purchase e
Mayonnaise
Oleo
Mackerel
Bread
Coffee
KROGER
lb Bag
KROGER
Punt Jar
OSCEOLA SOLID
FINE QUALITY
Made with Buttermilk
KROGER VAC PACK
6 15-oz. cans
19
Lbs 25C$100
19e
iciabi, 59e
20 oz
loaf
Sweet Corn El:RS 39'
Fresh
Peaches 2 lbs.
Cu LUABLF
OUPON
HENDERSON
SUGAR 5 1.5 19
this setups', and 55.00 ad-
ditional purcism, including to-
bacco, Nemphi• AI.. end Wills,
Memphis, thru Wad., July 111.
Limit one.
250 vTionme aRtiopensed lb .19
Kroger
MAYONNAISE
Pint 19,
Jar,
WION this en On and ss 00 nd
dltionel puts e•. •scluellns to
bocco, idew. Is Arts. onel w•st
Memphis, t Wad., 
.July 11.
Limit one.
VA FILE
.ruun^N rokrier
GOOD FOR 100 FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
with perch," of 3-ibs. or more
GROUND BEEF
Memphis Area and W•OM•raphis,
thru Wed.. July 1$, Limit eh*.
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THE RACE OF two sales-
men ended in a wreck. One
salesman, about 18 years of
age, the other, about 10, were
racing to an area to be the
first to hawk their 109 cream.
The lad 18 had a toe
-wagon
mounted on a bicycle. The
smaller boy pushed his ice-
wagon. They collided. About
Ora squad cars rushed to the
• -scene. Oh for the life of a
salesman.
• 
'• VOTERS IN THE COUNTY
are saying that Memphis vot-
ers are more concerned about
making the right choice for
Memphis than they are about
playing good politics which
" Would automatically be of
111 benefit to both Memptuanend cotnitians as well.
BEN BLAKEY is smiling
more than ever these days.
He is saying, "I selected the
winner in the gubernatorial
race when a lot of the local
boys were at the paddock
'looking over nags." Blakey is
• • wearing a big "Frank Clem-
ent" button.
ATTY. IRA H. MURPHY is
not necessarily anxious to op-
:pose 0. Z. Evers in the cir-
cuit court clerk race, along
• with the incumbent Joe N.
Pless and seven other "clerk-
ship seeking" candidates. One
thing that is facing Murphy
and Evers that is not neces-
Sarily facing other candidates
• in this race. Murphy and Ev-
ers will be depending almost
entirely upon the Negro vote
to elect them — to office. Oth-
er candidates can depend up-
on white as well as Negro
votes to elect them to office.
Ilihich one will withdraw?
Simple arithmetic indicates
•
there are not enough Negro
votes for both Murphy and
Evers.
ATTY. HOSEA T. LOCKARD
is the subject of "Cocktail
Talk." We are laughing about
the reasons advanced — why
he decided at the last minute
not to qualify as a candidate
for the state legislature. Most
reasons advanced are just
about as far from the truth
as heaven is from hell.
REV. ROY LOVE IS re-
ported to have pitched hard
for a congressional candidate.
He is heard among • goodly
number of local ministers. The
candidate is not the young
man whom the incumbent
Cliff Davis says is hitch-hiking
to Washington.
ATTY. RUSSELL SUGAR-
MON is not sleeping very eas-
ily these nights. Nor are his
days blessed with happiness.
He is battling like a Trojan —
to produce a winning candidate
and save his political neck.
FRANK KILPATRICK is
looking much better these
days — that is — since he re-
signed as president of the
Shelby County Democratic
club. We do not envy the head
of the club — Alexander Glad-
ney — because "uneasy lies the
head upon which the crown
rests."
FRANK CLEMENT said that
he never felt better about the
progress of his gubernatorial
race. He is an old pro. This is
his third — you know.
POLITICAL SOOTHSAYERS
are saying that Bill Farris is
gaining a lot of ground. As a
matter of talk, he is about
to pass Rudy Olgiati. But is
Olgiati the lead man?
Nurses Crown Queens
In Coronation Rites
One student and a nurse
were crowned when the Li-
censed Practical Nurses Alum-
nae and the Student Practical
Nurses held their coronation
ceremony at the Sigma Gam-
ma Rho sorority house recent-
ly.
Mrs. Irma Gentry Moore re-
1411 ceived the crown for the LPN's
while Mrs. Pauline Hawkins
took similar honors for the
students.
Crowning Miss Moore during
the ceremonies was Mrs. Mar-
ne Shay, the organization's
first queen. Miss Selena Wat-
Ion, an instructor, crowned
-Mrs. Hawkins.
: First alternate to Mrs. Moore
was Mrs. Julia Newborne with
Mrs. Ida Jeans second alter-
nate.
Other contestants were Mes-
dames Dorothy Midillebrooks,
Novis Grandberry, Lester Ran-
dle and Bernice Morrow.
HISTORY OF PROGRESS
The history and accomplish-
ments of the organization were
related by Mrs. Florentine
Johnson, LPN, of Kentucky
VA hospital, and alumnae vice
president.
Soloists for the program
were Mrs. Anita Suggs and
Mrs. Sarah Massey, both ac-
companied by Russell Wilson,
who also gave an instrumental
solo.
Mrs. Eddie Mae Potts was
mistress of ceremonies.
Two members will attend the
National Federation of Li-
censed Practical Nurses at
Wilmington, Del., this summer
as representatives of the alum-
nae. They are Mrs. Marie
Campbell, the president, and
Mrs. Julia Newborne.
At the conclusion of the
program, refreshments were
served by Mrs. Mildred Riley,
hostess for the Pet Milk com-
pany-
Mrs. Gale Funches was in
charge of the program.
"the
world
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on
'Gilbey's,
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Silbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirlts.W.& A.
Silky, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
AWARDS LUNCHEON —
Seventeen members of the
home office staff of Uni-
versal Life Insurance coin-
pany were honored for con-
tinuous service totaling 275
years at the firm's semi-
annual lunchSon last Fri-
day. The pins were present-
ed by B. G. Olive. jr., first
vice president and secreta-
ry, who spoke briefly. Dr.
A. Mace° Walker, the presi-
dent. received a diamond-
studded pin for 35 years of
faithful service. Gold sap-
phire pins were given those
with 20 years. silver pins
with rubies for IS, emerald-
studded pins for 10. and sil-
ver pins for five. Awards
were presented to from
left. seated, Mrs. Bernice
Bridgeforth, 5 years; Wil-
lard Bell and Mrs. Louise
Negroes Are Victims
$100,000 A Year For Block-Busting
An established "block-bust-
er" who doesn't make $100,000
a year is "loafing," a Chicago
specialist in moving Negro
families into all-white blocks
revealed in a Saturday Even-
ing Post article published to-
day.
Entitled "Confessions of a
Block-Buster" and signed with
the pseudonym Norris Vitchek,
it also discloses the methods
employed by some of these
speculators to victimize both
buyers and sellers.
An indication of the scope
1111
MRS. PAULINE HAWKINS
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smoimiprioon
ITIMICKSVILOING
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01T Por ***** PHIAL
SERVICI"
Mr. William F.. Jones
269 Alston Avenue
Owner of Vance Ave. Sneed
Wash Launderette. 614 Vato-e
Ave_ soya. 'I do all my honk-
ing at Tri-State Bank. where
reePiVO Highest Guaranteed rate
et interest on my savings." Tr--
State Bank is a full-service bank
ettoring complete banking serv-
ires.
Mr. Businessman:
-YOU TOO
Can Receive
THE HIGHEST RATE
of Infeizr,!o You:'
SAVINGS
AT
TRI-STATE BANK
naohine ilours-3 to fi P.M. Friday.s
386 BEALE STREET
Free on Lot East of Bank
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
of the operation is the author's
estimate that more than 100
are engaged in the business in
Chicago alone.
He says that "block-busters"
are also operating in Wash-
ington, Baltimore, Philadel-
phia, New York City, Boston,
Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis
and other cities and in some
of their suburbs.
"I specialize in locating
blocks which I consider ripe
for racial change," the author
states. "Then I 'bust' them
by buying properties from the
white owners and selling them
to Negroes— with the intent
of breaking down the rest of
the block for colored occu-
pancy."
Vitchek explains that t h e
handsome profits are accom-
plished by three methods: (1)
By beating down the prices
paid to white owners by stimu-
lating their fear of what is to
come; (2) by selling to eager
Negroes at inflated prices; and
(3) by financing these pur-
chases at what amounts to a
very high rate of interest.
The latter is said to involve
an "easy payment plan" which
would find Vitchek accepting
$500 to $1500 down on an $18,-
000 purchase, with the remain-
der on contract.
"The contract is fulfilled,"
he says, "when I have been
paid principal a n d interest
totaling $36,000."
A default is no less to the
speculator. He retains title to
the property, until the con-
tract is completed.
"I keep all the payments
made until that time, evict
the owners and either rent the
building or resell it on t h e
same terms," says Vitchek. He
reports, however, that t h e
number of Negro buyers who
default is small.
Vitchek calls his ebusiness "a
service industry," doesn't be-
lieve he is being hypocritical
about things, and asks: "Can
you honestly say the same?"
Highlander Center
Makes A New Step
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — An
international Highlander
sponsoring committee is being
formed, Dr. B. R. Brazeal
chairman of the Highlander
center board of directors, an-
nounced today.
He said "The Highlander
idea, like a Phoenix rising
from the has been born
again in the Highlander Cen-
ter," as fina I preparations
were being completed for the
July 7 auction of the High-
lander Folk school land and
buildings at Monteagle by the
State of Tennessee.
"The significance of High-
lander," continued Dr. Brazeal,
"lies in the thousands of awa-
kened southerners Negro and
white, who have returned
home to become courageous
and effective leaders of the
student movements, labor and
religious organizations; a n d
quietly to teach their neigh-
bors how they had learned at
Highlander to translate de-
mocracy and brotherhood into
everyday life."
Highlander Sponsors include
Dr. Stringfellow Barr, Dr.
John C. Bennett, Gordon R.
Clapp, Dan W. Dodson, Lloyd
K. Garrison, Dr. J. R. Kidd,
Dr. Max Lerner, Kirtley F.
Mather, Dr. Gardner Murphy,
Dr. Fred Patterson, Clarence
H. Polk. 10 years: Mrs. Wil-
lie Mae Alexander. Mrs.
Dorothy T. Montgomery.
Thomas J. Willis. vice pres-
ident and assistant secreta-
ry. 15 years: Mrs. Ernest-
ine F. Johnson. 30 years:
and Mrs. Frances Hassel, 15.
Standing. same order. D. H.
Ross, five years, Jeroy Car-
roll. Mrs. LeEleanor Ben-
son and Mrs. Thelma B.
Moore.? 10 years: Mrs. Mar-
tha H. Strong. 15 years.
Mrs. Jinunie L. Mitchell. 35
years: Mrs. Tiney V. Chain-
bliss. 23 years: Mrs. Bessie
L. O'Connor. 15 years; Dr.
Walker, 33 years. and B.
G. Olive. Missing from pho-
to were Mrs. Bessie L.
Gates, 5 years: and Mrs. Ida
Dabney, 10 years. on vaca-
tion.
Vernon Weaver Dies In Alaska,
To Be Buried In Wynne, Ark.
Vernon Weaver, well-known
in Alaska as a licensed brick
mason and carpenter, died in
Elmdorf Air Force Base hos-
pital, Anchorage, Alaska, Sat-
urday, June 30.
He was the brother of Mrs.
Letitia Poston, teacher at Ford
Road school, and prominent
civic and fraternal leader in
the community.
Mrs. Poston said arrange-
ments had been completed for
burial of her brother at
Wynne, Ark., his native home,
and where his mother, Mrs.
Creacy Weaver, still lives. The
body was being shipped by
plane from Anchorage to
Memphis, Fitzhugh Funeral
home of Wynne is in charge.
A veteran of World War II,
Mr. Weaver went to Alaska
before its statehood and began
his trade as a carpenter, and
brick mason during territorial
days when Anchorage began
attracting hundreds of Ameri-
cans from the states.
LIVED IN WYNNE
Son of the late John D. and
Mrs. Creacy Weaver, Vernon
Weaver was born in Wynne
and spent his early boyhood
in this community. At the
$4 Million Awarded
For Research By
Cancer Society
The American Cancer So-
ciety has announced t h e
awarding of 140 grants total-
ing $4,499,007 to scientists and
research institutions through-
out the country, July 1.
The total amount of Society
grants currently in operatipn
is $16,746,906.
"Five of the total grants
made," P. D. Boardman, presi-
dent of the American Cancer
Society, Tennessee Division,
Inc. said, "were awarded to
institutions and individuals
within Tennessee for a total
of $75,000."
Of the 140 grants by the So-
ciety, 111 were awards for con-
tinued support of research al-
ready underway, and 29 wetre
for new research projects.
Grants for new projects called
for an expenditure of $730,946.
The following scientists and
institutions in Tennessee re-
ceived grants, according to
Boardman:
A lifetime Faculty-level
Grant to Dr. Sidney Colowick
of Vanderbilt university; Dr.
Ronald Fraser of the Univer-
sity of Tennessee, Knoxville,
for study in the field of im-
munology; Dr. Jane Park at
Vanderbilt university for in-
vestigating the metabolism of
the cancer cell; an institution-
al research grant to Vander-
bilt university for the stimula-
tion of new ideas in cancer re-
search; an American Cancer
Society Scholar grant to Dr.
Thomas Shockley of Meharry
Medical college, enabling him
to gain additional advanced
training in biochemistry and
genetics.
"In addition," Boardman
said, "a Posdoctoral Fellowship
has been made available to
Robert H. Baum for the sup-
port of a program of study
and training at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory."
close of World War II, Weaver
looked toward Alaska and An-
chorage as the land of oppor-
tunity for employment. He
was a member of Shiloh Bap-
tist church in Anchorage.
Mrs. Reather Weaver, his
wife, and six of their children
living in Seattle and Los An-
geles, are expected to arrive
at Wynne for funeral services
by the weekend.
He was related to Prof.
Alonzo Weaver, principal of
Mitchell Road school, who as-
sisted Mrs. Poston and other
members of the family in com-
pleting arrangements for fu-
neral rites in Wynne.
Mr. Weaver was the father
of Willie Weaver, of Lake-
view, Ark.; Vernon, jr., Los
Angeles; Edward Leon, De-
lois, Carl Robert, and Vernell
Weaver, all of Seattle, Wash.;
brother of Mrs. Estella Plaxi-
co, of Wynne: Mollie Weaver,
of Chicago; Mrs. Curley John-
son, of Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Mrs.
Letitia Poston, of Memphis;
Tyree Weaver, of Seattle; and
Mrs. Florence McKinney, of
Earle, Ark.
Mr. Weaver was a member
of L. E. Winfrey American Le-
gion Post No. 405, Wynne, Ark.
Robert L. Futrell, commander
in charge of military burial
service, will be a participant
at funeral rites.
Pickett, A. Phillip Randolph,
Dr. Harold Taylor, and Rabbi!
Jacob J. Weinstein.
FULL HOUSE
French Provincial Sale
9 pc. Living Room Suite, 7 pc. B.tiel Room Suite
7 pc. Dining Room Suite with Refrigerator, Stove,
T.V. or Stereo
Also Some Early American Styles Left •
A REAL BUY
Coll Earnest Jones for Courtesy !Car
W M - 2 6 6
FREEMAN FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.
ISIS SaM111 Lauderdale St
Walker Civic Club
Hears Candidates
Dr. Ross Pritchard, congres-
sional candidate from District
9, called for "the participation
of young people in political
campaigns." He said "unless
young people come forward,
we cannot strengthen our pro-
gram." He was addressing a
rally at Walker Avenue school,
sponsored by t h e Walker
Homes Civic dub.
Speaking at the rally earlier
was Lewis Talisferro, oppo-
nent of Dr. Pritchard. .. Tali-
demo said it is obvious that
he had voter acceptability. He
pointed to the number of civic
clubs and other groups en-
dorsing his candidacy. He said
he was running on his record
as a state senator.
Among other candidates
speaking was James Briggs,
Republican congressional can-
didate; Alexander Gladney,
president of the Shelby County
Democratic Club, who is un-
ADVERTISING IJ
Thiett
Our reoent holiday, the 4th
of July, was very well cele-
brated in and around Jackson.
As usual he many picnics were
in force and one where many
Jacksonians gathered was the
Sportsman's Lake site in Madi-
son County. Boating and fish-
ing were the main events to
make the day a most enjoyable
one along with the good food
and as I'm sure you've guess-
ed, barbecue was the main
dish. Pickled hot dogs were
very well enjoyed too.
Another way to spend the
fourth is at Church and it
proved to be a spiritually en-
lightened one for many. It was
on this day that the North
Jackson District Conference of
the Jackson-Memphis Annual
Conference began its three day
meeting at Mt. Pleasant CME
Church in Madison County.
The pastor of the ultra-modern
church is Rev. Charley Win-
frey while Rev. M. H. Burnett
is Presiding Elder.
Also gracing the meeting
was the Rev. B. Julian Smith,
Presiding Bishop who resides
in Chicago, Ill. Other officers
in the district are: Mrs. Gladys
Norris, annual conference mis-
sionary president; Mrs. Mary
Barnett, district missionary
president; Mrs. Nelda F. Wil-
liams, district missionary vice
president: Miss Ann Hutcher-
son, secretary of Mattie E.
Coleman Circle; Mrs. Marie
Williams, secretary of Chil-
dren's Work: Leroy Cunning-
ham, annual conference lay
leader; Mrs. Garland Johnson,
district lay leader; Mrs. Addie
B. Roe, district director of
christian education; Miss lone
Lane; district youth director;
Mrs. Maggie Nelson, district
usher president; Mrs. Marion
Jackson, district choir presi-
dent; Mrs. Marie Penn, district
music director, and Mrs. Allie
B. Womack, District Pianist.
The theme of the conference
was "Coming to Grips With
the Educational Task of the
Local Church."
YOUTH FETED
With the sub-teen and teen-
age groups three youths who
are moving their residence
from Jackson was feted with
a going-away party on the eve-
ning of the fourth, of July with
Misses Jackie Rhea, Camille
Long, Essie, Earline and Stel-
la Shaw as hostesses. Those
honored were Misses Paula
Collins, Clotilda Smith and
Gilbert Scott Herron. The
party, with approximately 50
guests attending was held on
the lawn of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Shaw on Stonewall st.
Spending the fourth holiday
at home with her parents was
Miss Barbara Garett of Tus-
cumbia, Ala. She is attending
Eddings School of Beauty Cul-
ture. Her sister, Miss Jean
Garett, is secretary to the Li-
brarian at Lane college.
In addition to names men-
tioned last week attending the
N. E. A. we also have from
Democratic Committee; Rus-
sell Sugbamon, who is seeking
a seat on the State Democratic;
George Holloway, a candidate
for the Shelby County Demo-
cratic Committee; and Rev. A.
J. Campbell who was speaking
for the candidacy of Sheriff
M. A. Hinds, who is seeking re-
election.
Presiding at the meeting
opposed for Shemy County was Mrs. Lewis.
Anna Cblook• 
Jackson, Mrs. Mary F. St.*,
president of the Jackson City
Teachers' association a n d
teacher at Lincoln elementaky
school. Mrs. Harris Pirda,
teacher at Washington-Douglaa
School and sister of Mrs. Stotts
is also in attendance.
SUMMER QUEEN CROWN=
The crowning of Miss Labe
College for the 1982-83 Susi-
mer session took place last
Thursday morning in the Labe
College chapel. Receiving the
honor for making the highest
financial report was Miss
Claudette Morrow of Fayette
county. She was crowned by
last summer's queen, Mitt.
Lucy Lee of Humboldt, Term.
Other contestants were Miss
Lillie Sue Miller of Lauder-
dale county, Miss Mary Byum,
out of state student, and Miss
Christine Peterson of Haywood
County.
A sum of $521 was raised.
The project, under the direc-
tion of Mrs. E. M. Perry, is to
renovate seats in the college
chapel.
Last summer, the project
was air-conditioned, the li-
brary which feels wonderful
during this, extremely hot
weather.
Other special numbers on
the program were solos ren-
dered by Miss Mary Rose Rog-
ers and Henry Lockart. Lock-
art also played the recessional
march to the tune of "Mist
America." Mrs. Johnson 'pre-
sented gifts to the queen and
her court. She is preslident et
the summer school students.'
Miss Annette Hughes played
the prelude.
Mrs. Rexie Hamlett Parker,
a former Jacksonian, received
the award at the close of'the
school year in South Bend,
Ind. for having the most con-
ducive situation to learning
and the most qttractive class-
room for the first grade at•
Linden Elementary school.
Mrs. Parker Is a graduate of
both Merry High and Line
College, and the daughter of.
Mrs. 011ie Mae Hamlett of
Jackson.
Men—Watch Your
Dress Shirts
It looks like a lot of men
are about to lose their shirts!
For "Shirtniks" (girls who
like to wear men's shirts) have
found something new to do
with them. They cut off t h e
collars and cuffs, tun up the
tails and wear them backwards
like an old-fashioned cobbler's
apron, says Alma John, home
arts specialist for Tintex.
All you need are several
packages of home fabric dyes,
Here's how to do it:
1. Cut off collar and sleeve,.
2. Dye shirt d vivid color.
The one so attractively dis-
played by our model is dipped
in Tintex Royal Blue.
3. Bind neck, armholes and
around bottom of shirt with
yellow tape. • I
4. Fold up tails to make tioc-
kets and tack in position.'
5. Cut flower petals out' on
clean white sheeting ragsbt:
dye an appropriate 
o 
These were dipped in rolesi
Green. Select only dyes that
contain new T-7 catalyst W
pre-mixing anil pre-straintna
will not be necessary.
taste the
Greatness
of this historic bourbon
Daniel Webster did. • . and
called it "the finest in the world."
Taste the magnificent flavor of Old
Crow ...next time.
TODAY— LIGHTER. MILDER 90 PROOF
The Greatest Name in Bourbon
OLD CROW
isa
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„ "For hei looked for • city
whose Mem and builder
.,was God." — Hebrews 11:10.
INDEPENDENCE
...A few days ago we celebrated
the Fourth of July. We say
itiplabrated" because that is
that most do instead of "ob-
serve."
stRut as one thinks in terms
of this observation he simul-
taneously thinks of freedom
end independence. In short that
what we observe. History
;avails that man is just an
ifglepenclence - seeking organ-
ism. There has never been an
area or era in history when
be has not been deeply en-
gaged in a pursuit of indepen-
dence.
Soon after he came on the
scene the serpent came to him
a- knowing his nature — and
tbld him if he ate of that for-
bidden fruit he could free him-
'elf of ignorance and that was
the note that sent Adam, the
first man, down to defeat. But
Adam was acting on an impulse
that is in every normal human
beast -- - we all want to be free.
Our every effort is toward es-
caping from the bounds that
tend to enslave us.
ISRAEL'S BONDAGE
- The children of Israel stood
Egyptian bondage as long as
they could but a time came
when slavery was no longer
popular or possible. They began
tb pray. God reached down and
prepared one of the greatest
diplomats the world has ever
lino:nen. Time and time again
he tried to soften Pharoah's
heart in interest of the salve-
•tion and freedom of these peo-
ple of God but Phesoah's heart
steeled harden. Eventually God
Himself stepped in and inde-
pendence resulted. stopping.
The Isteet victims Of slavery
cried out " . . and before I be
a slave I'll be buried in my
grave and go home to my Lord
and be free!" Only the sick call
be enslaved. The man who al-
lows himself to be enslaved by
appetite or habit is a sick man.
He should have control over
things and not be controlled by
them.
BORN REBELS
A little baby will rebel
against restraints. Tender years
or months tell hen that he
ought to be free. The older he
gets the more intense becomes
this ides of freedom.
Oftimes in the pursuit of
freedom or independence man
reaches the point of explosion
— he can no longer be enslaved
and that which can otherwise
find no means of expression
comes out in the vilest terms.
But man just wants to be free.
There are points at which
man can be stopped but those
who really want independence
will not be stopped.
A man wants to free himself
from ignorance finds no sacri-
fice too great. A man wants
to free himself from economic
bondage and he works day and
night until his goal is reached.
A man wants to free himself of
the various stigmas of life and
he forgets himself and the
physical price attached there-
to and works until such free-
dom is gained.
The old Psalmist said, "I will
not be content until my soul
rest in Thee." When it comes
to freedom and independence
man thinks only in terms of the
ultimate. There is no middle
ground. He wants to be free or
else! This is the point in man's
behavior at which there is no
Hospital Births Bring
Drop In Infant Deaths
sfsPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Ap-
eroximately 98 per cent of the
babies born in Illinois during
Mal, were born in hospitals,
according to statistics released
by Dr. Franklin D. Yoder, di-
rector of the - Illinois Depart-
ment of Public Health.
Hospitals are required to
submit reports of all mater-
nity activities to the depart-
ment. Any unusual circum-
stance, death, infection or
Rites For Shaw
Funeral serv,ces for Elmo
She*. -Jr.,-751 N. Claybrook, a
postal worker in the Special
Delivery section of DeSoto
Station, wers held at the Mt.
Moriah Baptist church on
Tuesday night with the pastor.
Reit. Robert W. Norsworthy,
delivering the eulogy.
Mr. Shaw was discovered
unconscious by a daughter at
the home last Thursday af-
ternoon when she trisd to
awaken him. When a neighbor
attempted to arouse. him un-
successfully, his wife, Mrs.
Earline Shaw. a nurse on duty
at John Gaston hospital was
summoned.
Mr. Shaw was carried to
John Gaston hospital where
he was pronounced dead on
arrival.
'CHEST PAIN' -
Mrs. Shaw said her husband
had remained home from work
and complained of a pain in
his, chest. The doctor had been
called, she said. hut he arrived
after her husband had died.
An autopsy has her n performed
on the body, she said, but no
report issued.
Mr. Shaw was a graduate of
Manassas High school. He en-
tered the Army and served on
Okinawa during World War II.
After being dischaeged, he
studied at Griggs Business col-
lege: He had been in postal
service for lliss years and be-
longed to Masonic Lodge 204.
Aside from his wife, he is
survived by their four chil-
dren, Vincent, 13: Sandra 11:
Ronald, 10, and Kevin ,three;
his father, Elmo Shaw. Sr.,
Oakl, ad, Califs:— and t w o
brothers, Otis Shaw of Oak-
land. Calif., and John Henry
Shaw. Syracuse, N. Y.
Interment was on Wednes-
day morning in the McCully
cemetery at Oakland. Tenn.
Southern Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements.
WORMS
elk. lead, Dosommess
MoIlwe of eh.*
Missionary.
Ploys. land
Styles. Der,rui, tenets,
Peen. 15,es 5'. 32
yeng.Whort end *A Wove.
IMAM for spun
aes1111111TiClid
Lowest Orkin *sellable
MIT, rat nit (Mt% 12
SPUME!! FASHION UNIFORMS
ygs p at,, W.I. 77 Alibates St., S.W.
OA. Athlete 1411554. !•
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birth injury is carefully check-
ed. Statistics compiled from
the reports are used to help
form an accurate picture of
the trend of maternal and in-
fant health in the state.
• For instance, the maternity
hospitals survey reveals that
in 1943, out of each 100,000
live births, 214 mothers and
2,195 babies died. During 1961,
the rate of death per 100,000
live births was 33 mothers and
1.706 babies, and of the infant
deaths; 77 per cent were caus-
ed by premature birth.
It is estimated that of all
live births, seven per cent of
the babies are born too soon.
Last year, more than 1,600
babies were cared for in the
six premature centers spon-
sored by the Department of
Public Health.
The reduced number of ma-
ternal and infant deaths is the
result of improved general
health of adults, better pre-
natal care, better education
of prospective parents, physi-
cians and nurses, advances in
medicine and applied research,
and improved hospital facili
ties, Dr. Yoder said.
The Public Health Depart-
ment has been responsible for
inspecting and licensing ma-
ternity hospitals since 1940
when uniform maternity hos-
pital standards of operation
were set up. There are 237
hospitals in the state provid-
ing maternity services and re-
porting to the department.
Hospital administrators,
physicians and others vitally
concerned with maternal and
newborn services obtain much
helpful information from the
perspective of this compre-
hensive maternity report com-
piled annually by the depart-
ment.
Memphian Promoted
Al Kansas AF Base
Thomas E. Bowen, 18, of
Memphis, has been promoted
to airman second class in the
United States Air Force at
Forbes AFB Xmas.
Airman Bowen is assigned
to the 40th Field Maintenance
Squadron as an aircraft me-
shanic.
A graduate of Hamilton
High School, he entered the
Air Force in June 1961. He is
the son of Mrsi Bertha L. Bow-
en of 2419 Corry.
JOEI'S PARTY — Little
Joel Campbell celebrated
her birthday at the home
of her grandparents. Mr.
and Mn. Oliver Johnson,
Joel Feted On
July 3, Her
Third Birthday
Little Miss Joei Charlayne
Campbell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Campbell, cele-
brated her third birthday at
the home of her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Johnson of
1210 Wilson at., on July 3.
Joel was dressed for the
party in a pink and white ging-
ham playsuit, which matched
a beautiful array of pink and
white balloons.
Guests appeared to enjoy the
noisemakers and especially the
"Twist" contest won by little
Miss Gwendolyn Callian.
Miss Simone McAnulty was
in charge of games.
Joel's mother was very chic
in a sports attire imported from
Germany.
While the children were en-
joying party games. parents
were being entertained at a
dinner prepared by Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson.
Joei's guests for the evening
were her sister, Michelle "Mic-
key" Campbell. Denise John-
son, a cousin who returned here
after living four years in Ger-
many. Lawrence "Larry" Black-
mer, Gwendolyn Callian. Jew-
ell Adams, Marla and Michelle
Jones. Terry Dandridge, Her-
bert, Carlton and Sandra Knee-
land and Mr. and Mrs, Edward
Johnson, home from Germany.
Women's Day At
St. Luke Sunday
Annual Women's Day will
he observed at St. Luke Bap-
tist church. 1280 N. Stonewall
st.. -en Sunday. July 15. and
guest speaker at the a`ternoon
meeting Will be Mrs. Tomella
Brataher.
The pastor. Rev. T. R. Buck-
ner, will base his morning ser-
mon on a story from the book
of Ruth, and the public is in-
vited to be present.
Mrs. Rendie Johnson is gen-
eral chairman of the observ-
ance. and Mrs. L. M. Bland
publicity chairman.
Friends Day Al
Friendship Church
Friendship Baptist Church,
1355 Vollitine ave., has plan-
ned to celebrate annual
"Friends' " Day, Sunday, July
15, announced the pastor of the
church, Rev. W. A. Suggs.
Guest- speaker at 11 a. m.
services will be, Rev. Fred
Lofton of Owen college.
The Senior, Imperial. and
Youth Choirs will provide the
musical setting.
Evening services at 7: p.m.
feature Rev. B.L. Hooks, pas-
tor of Greater Middle Baptist
church. Accentuating his mes-
sage will be the Greater Mid-
dle Baptist choir.
The public is invited to at-
tend.
Rev. Fields Honored
On 4Ist Anniversary
Members of Eastern Star
Baptist church, 1334 Exchange
at., are holding a five-day cele-
bration for the pastor and his
wife, Rev. and Mrs. W. M.
Fields, from July 10 to 15.
The • celebration marks the
41st anniversary of Rev. Fields
as pastor of the church.
Programs will start at 8 p. m.
each night. The public is in-
vited to attend, said Totnmie
chairman of the pro-
gram. Co-cheirman is Mrs.
Wadi. Young.
Itt a
,"TWO MILK"
—73
MODIFIED
SKIM MILK
FOR "fIGLIRE-
end mak*
BOTH
FOREST BILL .1
secretary of the Board of
Christian Education in the
Methodist Episcopal church,
boarded a jet at Municipal air-
port Saturday, July 7, bound
for Belfast, Ireland, to attend
the World Institute on Chris-
tian Education and the Assem-
bly of the World Council of
Christian Education and Sun-
day School association.
The Institute is scheduled to
be. held Monday, July 9, thru
20. Expected are 300 representa-
tives from 70 countries. Forty-
five delegates are expected
from USA.
Theme of the institute is
"The Educational Mission of
the Church In Today's World."
Plans for an integrated pro-
gram of Christian Education
are expected to be suggested
for local churches.
This is Rev. Coleman's sec-
ond world meeting. His first
was as a delegate to the World
Convention of Christian Edu-
cators in Tokyo. Japan in 1958.
During his current trip he
and 13 other delegates will
represent 40 denominations af-
filiated with the National
Council of Churches, which has
a 40 million membership.
Rev. Coleman's European
itinerary includes: taking cours-
es in London, the use of tele-
vision and radio, directed at
communicating Christian mes-
sages; preaching and speaking
in Northern Ireland.
Ftev. Coleman who was re-
cently re-elected to his present
position will move his office
to Memphis in September from
Chicago where he worked five
years. He has established resi-
dence in Memphis at 4921 Horn
Lake rd.
Affiliated with many organi-
zations, he is a member of the
Board of Trustees of The In-
terdenominational Theologic-
al Center, Atlanta, Gas Missis-
sippi Industrial college, Holly
Springs. Miss.: Paine college,
Augusta, Ga.; Lane college,
Jackson, Tenn.; general com-
mission on Chaplains and
Armed Forces Personnel.
Washington, D. C.; general
Commission on Christian Edu-
Mempldan Works
On Space Craft
SUNNYVALE. Calif. — A
former Mempian, R. N. John-
son. of Berkeley, Calif., is now
employed as a general struc-
ture assembler at the Lock-
heed Missiles Es Space Com-
pany. He is a native of Mem-
phis.
NEED CASH!
—Qirsch boars—
Automobile, Fuinitute
5'9n:slurs
There is a risuson wi.y people
hire to do business with Us.
You, toe, will like out sour-
teous treutment and desit• to
help ,,ou.
'Open 1 huisday and Pride,
Nights Until 8.U0 P. M.
Satuolays 9.00 to 1:00
XIE %RC! CO.
Home Owned - Nome Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"we like to say yes to sew
loon request"
fsomiosil and Supervised by
it. Si,.,. Depattrreat at
Insuiiia,e and Bunking.
2 LOCAIIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 7-8581
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
Sr., on July 3. Helping her
celebrate were on back
row, from left. Jewell Ad-
ams, Denise Johnson, Mi•
chael Jones, Joel, and Mar-
Rev. 0. 0. Coleman
la Jones. Standing in front,
same order, are an uniden-
tified guest, Michelle Camp-
bell and Larry Blackmon.
(McChriston Photo)
Mennhis Minister Attends Meet
Of World Christian Council
Rev, C. D. Coleman, general cation, National Council of
(hurches. New York, N. Y.;
National Council Boy Scouts of
America; and Committee on
Audio-Visual and Broadcast
Education, National Council of
Churches, New York City.
Dunn Elected
Youth Director
At BTU Confab
Willie Dunn, 17-yeal sae
member of East 'Trigg ave.
Baptist church, was elected
vice president and Youth di-
rector at the recent National
Sunday School and Baptist
Training Union Congress in
Denver recently,
Other young people elected
to positions in the Youth Di-
vision were Charles Hender-
son, president; James Sally,
program director and vice
president, both of Denver;
and Patricia Haley, New
York, secretary.
During Youth Day, young
Dunn made presentations to
adult and 'youth officials.
Among those who received
awards were Dr. 0. Clay
Maxwell, president; Dr. C.
Stanickels, youth supervisor;
Mrs. Pauline Campbell, youth
director: Mrs. Grace Taylor,
choir director.
Others were Mrs. Ivory
Vincent, Mrs. Joyce Watkins,
Mrs, Thelma Phillips, Mrs.
Margaret Moore, Mrs. Lula
Mae Sills and Mrs. Carrie
Nealey.
Dunn and Charles Hender-
son visited Mrs. Lucy Camp-
bell Williams at the Beth
Israel hospital in Denver be-
fore leaving the city and pre-
sented her with flowers.
The young Memphian's
name was among those rec-
ommended to the executive
board as a possible delegate
to the Baptist Youth World
Alliance to be held in Europe
in 1963.
TRI STATE
THE THING
IN YOUTH PARADE—Wav-
ing from auto during an-
nual Youth Day Parade in
Denver is Willie Dunn of
Memphis, seen riding with
other youth officers in a pa-
rade of 500. Dunn was elect-
ed Youth Director at the
meeting of the National
Sunday School and Baptist
Training Union Congress.
CHOIR ROSES
High FOSilion SiyIi,, Supoti),Y
T adored • At An Economy Pro o,
HARRY L. SHAPIRO, Inc.
UNIFORM cos:rase,
311 South Moin St - JA 6-?',ii
Coll le,. AA,. LOUP Pen,. 4.(Member of Mt. Zion Baptist
Church lot Information)
ORLL) FAMFI) YOU NEED HELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
REV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON
Depressed Worried • Broken Hearted, Leash:,Unhappy, Unnatural Feelings, liked Lova •
Money Prehlems
• GOD CAN DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL •MysTic 4SE 3
E. 144,1, • Coll WA 4-0522 • Ch•co5r0 53,
SHOP BIG STAR
WHERE PRICES
ARE RIGHT
& CLERKS
POLITE!
MORE,
FIRMS
GIVE
QUALITY
STAMPS
For Gifts
Anytime Of The Year
consult your
Quality Stamps Gift Catalog
for the
Quality Gifts!
MORE
FAMILIES
SAVE
QUALITY
STAMPS
•
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AGENTS AND DEALERS
WANTED....
TO SELL
THE MID-SOUTH'S MOST
PROGRESSIVE WEEKLY
• THE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
MAKE BIG MONEY---
SEND FOR INFORMATION
TODAY
START
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
COMING TO ME:
My Name 
Home Address 
City  State Zone —
Telephone number 
Start selling today-in your community,
neighborhood or home town.
DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory
By JAMES C. GREGORY
4-HERS OFF TO STATE
SHORT COURSE
More than 100 West Tennes-
see 4-H Club members left for
the State 4-H Short Course
Monday morning to spend the
week et A&T State university,
in Nashville.
Accompaning them were
leaders and County Extension
Agents from seven counties in
District 1. They will return
Friday.
The objectives of the Short
Course as stated by Miss Bes-
sie Walton and Mr. W. H. Wil-
liamson are: to give senior
club members an opportunity
to learn about their State In-
stitute; to acquaint senior
members with the various ca-
reers that they may choose
from as a result of the Career
Day Peogram; to recognize the
accomplishments of the senior
4-H Club Member in their
projects and leadership work
and to further develop lead-
ership through group and in-
dividual participation of club
members and leaders.
Recreational and education-
al activities for the week em-
brace: swimming, folk dances,
barnyard frolic, career day,
4-H Project demonstration day,
and group discussions on citi-
zenship in the making, and
boy and girl relationship.
Four-H 'e r s representing
West Tennessee in the state
project demonstration day con-
tests are: (by counties) Fayette
John T. Dorse, Eugene Ander-
son, Sallie M. Hall, Katheine
William, Thimothy McNamee,
Otis Hare; Roscoe Gudger, Ed-
die J. Boone, Edward Gray,
Vinnie Strickland, Thomas
Blackwell, Sarah Williams,
Benjiman Bell, Ann F o r d;
Shelby County — Peggy A.
Hall„ Calvin Hollowell; Col-
bert Davis, Willard Brown,
Colodia Owens, Barbara Mal-
lory, Van Lucas; Crockett &
Dye Ulysses Wade, James Red-
dick, Willie Brown, Micael
Cobb, Gleade Liggon; Haywood
County — Dorothy Gtemdber-
ry, Billy Bond, Barbara Greer
Olivia Taylor, Sarah Bass, Al-
tha Taylor; Madison County—
Willie Wright, Alma Steele
Lewrance Williams, Ruby
Punket, Richard Brooks, Mar-
son, Mettle Weddle, Rhonda
Jackson, Patricia Henning,
Hardernan County — Thelma
Bowden, Joe Woods, Robert
Griggs, Arnetta Ferguson,
Hansel Boyd; Tipton County
— Josie Hill, Clarice Bonds,
Mae Katherine Goodman, Lau-
rie Cochran.
Ross Pritchard
Campaigning
19 Hours A Day
Ross Pritchard, former chain-
pionship sprinter in the South-
western conference and now
a hard-running candidate for
U.S. Congress, has hit a 19-
hour-per-day campaign pace
nalculated to outdistance his
opposition.
The typical campaign day be-
gins at 4:45 a. m. and lasts un-
til midnight — 19% hours dur-
ing which Pritchard meets with
factory workers, Memphis
housewives, his campaign com-
mittees, and voters in general.
A typical day recently found
him, with his son Michael, at
the gates of the American
Bridge Company at 5:30 a. m.,
where he shook hands until
7 a. m. Following a quick
breakfast and two hours in
campaign headquarters answer-
ing mail, Pritchard attended
his first morning coffee in East
Memphis.
Lunch was scheduled with
a finance committee meeting,
followed by two afternoon teas
at which Pritchard met 40 to
50 Memphis women and an-
swered their questions. At 6:30
o. m. Pritchard and his family
attended an outdoor barbecue
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Gregg.
Some 200 people were served
a barbecue and beans supper
and heard Pritchard outline
his campaign and answer ques-
tions for the uncommitted
voters who attended.
Following the barbecue,
Pritchard attended a final cof-
fee for the day in midtown
Memphis, speaking to about 30
guests. At 10:30 p. m. he ap-
peared on a five-minute tele-
vision program on Channel 5
garet Butler, Frinchie William- and wound up the day shaking
•
OFF TO LOS ANGELES is
W. S. Larkin, owner of the
Larkin Grocery in Bing-
hampton. He will visit his
son-in-law and daughter. Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Miller. She
is the former Miss Lena
Ruth Larkin of Memphis
and a teacher in Loa Lags-
les. Well known in his com-
munity as a good business•
man, avid civic worker and
a good fisherman — who
has won several fishing
Derby, in Hot Springs. Ark..
to prove it — did not make
plans for any fishing while
vacationing.
REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse
By JESSE L. WILLIAMS
"Woe unto you, scribes and
Pharisees, hypocrites, for ye
are like unto whited sepulch-
res, which indeed appear beau-
tiful outward, but are within
full of dead men's bones, and
all uncleanness." St. Matthew
23 chapter, 27 verse.
The Law of Attraction is
very plainly expressed in Bi-
ble It reads: "To him that
hath shall be given, and from
him that bath not shall be tak-
en away, even that which he
bath." As applied to attracting
the prospect, this means that
If have you the thoughts and
ideas to attract the prospect,
and give them out (they must
be demonstrated) then you
attract other things to you,
and therefore more things
shall be given unto you. On
the other hand, if you do not
make use of the thoughts and
ideas you now have, then even
hands at a nearby bowling al-
ley. At midnight, the candidate
and his wife decided to call it
a day.
Pritchard has promisee his
supporters and workers that
this is the kind of effort he will
provide day after day until
L. Williams
that which you already have
shall be taken away. It merely
expresses the inexorable and
immutable law that you have
to give in order to get.
In selling, you have the one
thing you always may give,
and that is your ability, intelli-
gently reviewed and appraised
and conveyed to others through
a system or plan of action.
You can create this plan in a
haphazard, hit-or-miss, trial
error way, or you can create
it in a scientically planned
way. To attract a prospect and
to create a sale, the latter is
needed. The perfection of sell-
ing starts with you. "Salvation
Is left 65 the person."
How high do you register in
the scale of perfection? What
are you doing to improve your
efficiency? What Real Estate
conventions or conferences did
you attend last year? Or do
you think you only have to
wait on time, without trying
to improve on your own, until
growth conies?
Have you acquired the
knowledge and skill to do the
greatest amount of work with
the least possible amount of
effort in the shortest period
of time? Can you give maxi-
"the crop is in" on Aug 2. mum results with minimum ef-
The Tri-State Defender
Recommends And Supports
Clement For Governor
On August 2, voters will gu
to the polls to elect a governor
of Tennessee for a four-year
term. The decision of the vot-
ers will determine whether
the state will maintain a pace
of progress or whether it will
become stalemated and let the
spirit of the new frontier pass
by unheeded.
This newspayer has judici-
ously studied the records of
the three gubernatorial candi-
dates. It has heard their plat-
forms. It his scrutinized their
planks. And it has weighed
their merits.
Noted French Firm
To Distribute Here
Obsession of France, an in-
ternationally famous bra, gird-
le and bathing suit manufac-
turer, will distribute these
garments in the United States
in early fall, it was announced
this week by the firm's man-
aging director, Gilbert Bour-
vis.
Words of the Wise
A man who is contented
with what he has done will
never become famous for
what he will do.
—(Anon)
•1
forts? or do you think t h e
biological process known as
"osmosis" will solve all your
defects in selling?
Let us always remember
that if Real Estate could talk
and reveal its qualities, ser-
vices, merits, usefulness, and
its benefits and advantages to
the prospect, you as a Real
Estate broker or salesman,
would no longer be needed.
However, since the product
or the service cannot do this,
it is your job to do it effec-
tively now. This requires posi-
tive thinking, creative plan-
ning, and dynamic action now,
and You are the person for this
vital job.
The National Association of
Real Estate Brokers, Inc., will
have its convention in Dallas,
Texas, August 10-15.
BEST QUALIFIED
The Tri State Defender
lieves that the best qualifi
candidate to make "a
Tennessee, a greater Tennes-
see," is Frank G. Clement.
Therefore, the Tri State De-
fender endorses his candidacy
and recommends him as 00
best qualified candidate in the
race.
Clement has demonstrated
beyond doubt that he has the
knowledge, vision and experi-
ence to advance Tennessee to
new heights.
The people of Tennessee —
we believe — are interestad.
in fair and efficiently adminis-
tered government. The people
of Tennessee want a standard.
bearer who can face the chal-
lenge of these days of greet
psychological, tech nological
and scientific advancement
Frank Clement has demon-
strated beyond doubt — dur-
ing two previous terms as gov-
ernor — that he is qualified
to withstand the rigor of of-
fire.
The Tri State Defender IS
not unmindful of the fact That
former Gov. Clement is not
perfect. As a matter of fact,
this newspaper has — at times
— criticized him for some of
his policies, actions and decis-
ions — because it felt he did
not act in the best interest of
the public. This newspaper's
endorsement and support of.s,
public official does not obki-
gate it to remain silent when
the public official fails to
serve the best interest of the
public.
This is the moral obligation
of this free and independent
newspaper.
Frank Clement's record dur-
ing his six years as governor
of Tennessee (1952 - 1958)
speaks for itself. He did more
than any other previous gov-
ernor in the area of (1) educa-
tion; (2) public health; (3) new
industry; (4) highways; (5)
nancial status of the state (
farmers.
Shouts from his political op-
ponents cannot alter his rec-
ords, which he established is
a young man with vision add
courage.
He is the man who started
Tennessee on the progressive
course on which it is now
moving.
$15 FOR
$$150
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NEWSBOYS
NEW SUMMER CONTEST
for July and Augu t cy3 
WINA4/0....
6 
WiA/1/400
IT'S YOU!!
July 31st And August 31st Are Payoff Days
A SUMMER CONTEST! NEWSBOYS!
Win Cash Prizes By Selling More Papers During Summer
Months! New Winners Will Be Announced At The End Of
July and August
1st Prize $15.00 2nd Prize — $10.00 3rd Prize — $5.00
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from top three boys selling
greatest' number of papers above weekly quota at the end
of July and August.
A picture of first prize winners and members of their
families will appear in the TRI-STATE DEFENDER fol-
lowing the presentation.
Pictures of second and third prize winner:, will also
published.
Earn extra money during summer vacation !:nter the
newsboy contest this week.
Contest is open to current and future newslnys.
Remember!!!!
July 31st
August 1st
I•
89
•
Reaction of prominent
churchmen to the U. S. Su-
preme court decision banning
the daily recitation of official
state prayers in public schools
ranged from outrage to ap-
proval.
Others regarded as inevit-
able the 6-1 ruling, which
found the recitations a viola-
tion of the Constitution's first
amendment guaranteeing re-
ligious freedom. Some favored
it.
Dr. Harold R. Albert, presi-
dent of the Pittsburgh, Pa.,
area Council of Churches,
said the federal government
"that allows us religious free-
dom intends us to exercise
the freedom without infring-
ing on the rights of others.
A. M. Sonnabend, Boston,
president of the American
Jewish Committee, said his
group welcomed the court's
ruling.
George E. Bundquist, exec-
utive director of the New
York Civil Liberties Union,
called the decision a "major
step forward for the strength-
ening of religious freedom."
Dr. W. A. Criswell, pastor
of First Baptist church, the
world's largest. in Dallas.
Tex., said, "I'm overwhelmed
and astonished by the deci-
sion.
"I always thought these ba-
sic things such as prayer in
the name of God would be
acceptable to the Supreme
Court and practically every-
body in the U.S."
In New York, where read-
ing of the so-called "Regents'
Prayer" led to the decision,
Francis Cardinal Spellman
said he was "shocked
frightened."
"The decision strikes at the
very heart of the Godly tradi-
tion in which America's chil-
dren have for so long been
raised," he declared.
But another Catholic clergy-
man, Father Joseph A. Schu-
meeker, chancellor of the Dal-
las-Fort Worth Diocese, said
the decision "should not con-
cern us as much as those of
other faiths since we try to
have Catholic children attend
Catholic schools."
Evangelist Billy Graham
said he was "shocked and dis-
appointed" by the ruling.
The Rt. Rev. James A. Pike.
Bishop of the Episcopal Dio-
cese of California. said he was
surprised the court extended
to an obviously non-sectari-
an prayer the prohibition
against 'the establishment of
religion' clearly intended by
Our forefathers to bar official
status to any particular deno-
mination or sect."
Methodist Bishop W. Ken-
neth Pope of Little Rock,
Ark., said the decision "is in
accord with our Constitution
which prescribes strict sepa-
ration of church and state."
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Say Women Alcoholics, In Many Cases
Are Forbidden By Mates To Seek Help
NEW YORK — One reason
many women alcoholics don't
get the medical and psychi-
atric care that they need is that
their husbands won't let them.
This is the opinion of Dr.
Marvin A. Block, chairman of
the American Medical Associa-
tion Committee on Alcoholism
FORE Ill
"Fore" is the traditional
term golfers use to warn other
players that a ball is about to
be struck off.
It's appropriate for what is
about to be said here.
Robert Wright and Associ-
attes, Memphis's oldest, larg-
est and best-known group of
Negro golfing enthusiasts, have
served notice that they are ac-
tivating a plan to make more
enthusiasts have served notice
that they are activating a plan
to make more Mid-South Ne-
groes golf conscious.
Mr. Wright, leader of the
group, has launched a weekly
golf clinic for youngsters and
beginning golfers at Fuller
Golf Course. He conducts the
clinic himself, with the help
of several other veteran men
and women golfers. He began
with three teen-age girls. The
clinic was originally slated to
run for two days. But the en-
thusiasm of the idea, has caus-
ed Mr. Wright to decide to
conduct a once a week clinic
at Fuller for the remainder of
The coming United Golf As,
sociation tournament, slated
for Aug. 24-28, in Memphis,
was mentioned by Mr. Wright,
and evaluated not only as one
of the largest sporting events
sponsored by Negroes in the
world, but also as a source of
inspiration and motivation for
Negro youth here and else-
where.
He also cited the Robert
Wright Associates tournament,
which will follow on the heels
of the USA tourney, as being
educational, as well as recrea-
tional, and designed to en-
courage and promote Negro
golfers.
He voiced interest in the
reasons many local Negroes
have failed to avail themselves
of the fine facilities offered at
the Fuller Golf Course, with
its well-appointed clubhouse
and other features. Many of
the growing number of Negroes
who play golf in Memphis are
going to the one or two hither-
to white courses now open to
them.
Mr. Wright didn't attempt
exrpessed during a Symposium tention of his friends, his em- would have no hesitancy what-
the summer, to answer his own question.
on Women and Alcohol held ployer, or his associates. ever about telling these peo- 
There are no fees attached. But the answer might not be
recently at the Waldorf Astoria "Many a husband will even pie to seek help." 
Balls and clubs are provided hard to find. In the first place,
free. Instruction is free. The many Negroes think they have
to seek medical help if she is 300 physicians in an upstate
go so far as to forbid his wife Reporting on a survey of 1,-
clinic session starts at 1 p.m. moved up on the social hog
Prayer Ban thereby compelled to admit N 
f 
c w York county, he says, and last until 3 p.m. Anyone when theyey frequent recreation-
that her problem for the most "We found that these physi- rom 8 to 80 may attend men al facilities used by whites. In
part is drinking." cians had observed four times
•
hotel here, social stigma attached to fe-
Evplains Dr. Block, "I am male alcoholism, Dr. Block be-
always surprised by the num- heves that sometimes even
ber of cases in which it is true doctors hesitate to prescribe
that a husband prefers to have treatment for female patients
his wife continue with her ill- whose drinking has become a
ness rather than to seek help, Problem.
when such help entails the risk "If the stigma were remov-
of bringing the facts to the at- ed," he says, "these physicians
HE PROBLEMS as many alcoholics as h a dIse, An indication of husband's come for help with alcohol-
success in hiding their wives' 15M'
• problem drinking is the almost FEMALE SPECIALISTS
complete lack of data to indi- "Among the physicians sur-
cate how many female alcohol- veYed," Dr. Block continues,
ics there are and what kind "were obstetricians and gyne-
of treatment they are receiv- cologists, men who see only
ing. women and pediatricians who
Commenting on a report in only see the mothers, rarely
an article "Women Who Drink the fathers.
Too Much" which suggests These doctors all observed
that the widely published "five these alcoholics, but for fear
men alcoholics to one woman" of antagonizing the individuals,
ratio is far too low, Dr. Block the physicians did not advise
says, "I am convinced that ad- them to seek help for their
diction to alcohol is fully as problem. They ignored it for
common among women as fear of hurting the people by
men." telling them that they have a
Because there is so much problem with drinking."
•41••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
Notwithstanding
By
Thaddeus T Stokes
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The Strangeness
The political arena is filled
to capacity. There is only vot-
ing space left. Some seem to
think that there are too Many
names to appear on the Aug.
2 ballot. Maybe so. However,
I think it is a healthy sign be
as long as you have a
I arge number of candidates
seeking offices the danger of
voters becoming "a voted peo-
ple" is nil.
There is always a small seg-
ment of people in a city this
large who aspire to control
voters. Of course, they do not
like to see large numbers of
candidates get into races. If
you don't believe me . per-
mit me to point to countries
which are ruled by dictators.
I am not nearly as con-
cerned about the large num-
ber of candidates in the vari-
ous races as I am about the
political issues at stake in this
campaign.
A TICKET
A lot of people are being
called upon loudly and strong-
ly to pay political debts of
long standing. Strange and
sundry alignments are being
revealed. People who have
been exhorting the virtues of
the elephant are now riding
donkeys — and vice versa
Inroads are being made in-
to Democratic strongholds by
Republicans. And Republicans
are being backed by Demo-
crats. It is not even popular—
better yet—it is not even safe
to inquire about party affili-
ation.
Can you picture any brave
soul being so brave as to at-
tempt to get a ticket out —
to any avail — during this
campaign'
LOG-ROLLING
It is obvious that little — if
any — political bargaining is
going-on. For instance, there
are many voters who are
Push Modern Library
Project For Nigerians
mow being prepared for the
construction of a big new cen-
tral library in Ibadan, capital
of Western Nigeria, which will
provide expanded modern lib-
rary facilities for 750,000 lb.-
den residents and serve as a
headquarters from which other
libraries in the region will be
administratively controlled and
supplied with books, it was
announced by the West Nige-
srian Information Office.
The new library will have
el the departments of a modern
library including lending, ref-
backing Gubernatorial candi-
date Frank Clement — but
they don't want to have any
parts of Ross Pritchard. On
the other hand — some of
Pritchard's most avid fighters
are staunch supporters of Cle-
ment. Many of incumbent
Cliff Davis' campaigners are
fighting to elect William
"Bill" Farris governor. Lewis
Taliaferro's workers are prais-
ing the virtues of Clement and
will not have anything to do
with Rudy Olgiati. And round
and round it goes . . . without
the benefit of log-rolling.
So the line-up — presently
— looks like a jig-saw puzzle.
Then there is the Evers-
Murphy situation. 0. Z. Evers,
must have considered it a po-
litical slap at him when Atty.
Ira H. Murphy declared his
candidacy for circuit court
clerk. This is the first time
that two Negroes have op-
posed each other in a political
race in Memphis — that is un-
der such conditions.
CONSOLIDATION
The most interesting race—
is the congressional race. Vet-
eran Cliff Davis — who has
not found it necessary in
many year to wage a vigorous
campaign, is being challenged
by two young men — both
still holding out hope that the
other will get out of the race.
The most intriguing battle
is being waged by the old pro C
o Whathimself—George W. Lee, who
says that "the issue in this
campaign is not the election
of a governor — but electing
how Memphis and Shelby
County will be governed." He
has reference to "Consolida-
tion." He is a member of the
Charter Committee planning
from "metro."
The New Guard Republi-
cans are in a pitch battle to
unseat the Old Guards. They
have tried it before.
Politics brings out the
strangeness in a community.
N'TC1-1A
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women, boys and girls. All the case of the Fuller Golf 'Iwo Years After Independence ifthey have to do is register with course, they have forgotten
Mr. Wright at the Fuller Club that white golfers play out
house, there also.
Wright the following question: ler course is regarded by ex-
Curiosity led to asking Mr. As a matte of fact, the Ful- Congo Is Showing Vast Improvement
"It's pretty well-known that perienced golfers as one of the
you are almost fanatical in most "sportingly challenging" (Editor's Note — It has been first premier's irresponsibility. Too much money chasing
your love for golf . . . but courses in the South ... mean. two years since the former He had been a tough min- too few goods has brought on ak
why're you so anxious to get ing that it is a top c o u r s e, Belgian Congo gained its In. ister of interior in the pro- inflation. This could bring civ- IiiP
the town worked up over itr worthy of the beet golf of the dependence. In that time, the visional government headed il strife. Recently Adoula jail.
The question didn't stymie best golfers. . . meaning that Central African country has by Joseph Ileo. Most observers ed trade union leader Andre
"Rob" (as Mr. Wright is popu- when one can successfully ne- undergone terrible internal gave his government about Boboliko on grounds he was
lar known). It served as the gotiate the Fuller course, he strife which at times resulted one month to live. He had to fomenting "political" strife by
signal for launching of one of can virtually run over the oth- in wholesale bloodletting. UPI include weak men in the cab- calling for strikes against the
the most unusual lectures re- er local lay-outs. Maybe many correspondent William Ander- met to appease tribal and po- inflation. Only a tough govern-
cently let loose in these parts. of the darker brethren don't son reports thin on this mini- litical groups. ment policy against the unions
The veteran Memphis golf- know that, or haven't thought y of independence the Adoula decided the United has so far prevented strikes.
ing pioneer among local Ne- of it. Congo still has vast problems Nations — until then operat- But the situation is not
groes first pointed out that Then, of course, there's the to overcome but the resource- ing ineffectually in a vacuum hopeless.
golf is internationally accept- ever-present fact that many rich nation no longer is "a 
—could help him. Apart from a few small
ed as a healthful, relaxing, Negroes want to go to white hopeless nuns.") The U. N. twice has gone units in Kivu rapidly being
pleasant, respectable, and sta- golf course . . . or to courses into armed conflict with the mopped up by the U. N., the
tus-giving form of . recreation where mostly white golfers By WILLIAM ANDERSON mercenary-supported Katanga army is firmly under the con-
Love of the game crosses class play . . . in order to get away LEOPOLDVII.I• ___ m gendarmerie (UP!) ndaeri and, while not trol of Gen. Joseph Mobutulines and racial lines. The game from other Negroes. It's stir- _EOn the second anniversary defeating the Katangans and and his officers. The Katanga
ranks with the top five partici- prising how many of "your n gendarmerie 
..
of its independence — which forcing a end to their seces- ndaeri has always beenpation and spectator sports. folks" would give their right sions, the majority of the mer- disciplined.
He also noted that golf is arms not to be associated with It gained 
at midnight, June
30 1960 — The Congo may cenaries have been chased out Industrial production is al-,
not the expensive, rich man's "your folks" . . . that's why and a measure of stability most back to normal. Textile
sport some people thirec it is. that kind join so readily in that also be on the eve of peace.
a The country has come a achieved, production has exceeded pre-It is within financial reach of old song about being "washed long way in its second year Robert Gardiner, chief of independence levels. •anybody who can afford to go as white as snow" when, as, the U. N. mission to the Con- Plantations owned by bigdespite much severe fightingto the movies regularly or pay and if, they get to Heaven . . . ----- • ' go, now is gingerly negotiat- international companies werea number of horrible masse- to see baseball, foot- and maybe, even Hell! with Tshombe to end the surprisingly untouched by theball, or horse and dog racing, ores and continuing political ing 
uncertainty and confusion. secession of Katanga. The strife. But lack of transport
"Rob" was particularly elo- 
But with the second anni_ strongheaded Tshombe, who and insecurity prevented their
once signed an agreement toversary at hand, the United
groes in the game of golf. Com- Nations mission chief in the bring 
his breakaway province
back into The Congo and
have done professionally in
paring what Negro athletes In House Congo, Robert A. K. Gardiner
baseball, football, boxing, bas- 
of Ghana, is "cautiously op- then reneged, has twice been
timistic" that the country is persuaded by Gardiner to re-
ketball, and now, even in ten- Charles Ishee, prominent ready to put aside its hates new talks concerning reunifi-
nis, Mr. Wright said larger op- Collierville citizen, has tossed and rivalries and become a cation. There is no new agree-
porturities are there for pro- hes hat into the political nation. Gardiner is not alone ment yet, but Gardiner, a
quent in 
portunities to be found for Ne-
ng 
ee S a products reaching the mar-kets for more than a year.
Now, however, the river boats
are penetrating most of The
Congo's 5,000 miles of navi-
gable mainstream and tribu-
taries and bringing goods
dowririver.
femional Negro golfers all over arena. Mr. Ishae is seeking a in his hope. The consensus of long-time international civil Technically qualified Bel-
America. He named a Pioneer seat in the State House of western diplomatic missions servant with the patience of 
gians are returning to the in-
group of Negro men and wont- Representatives, running in is that while 1961 was "a a Bantu, remains cautiously teirsin 
since
onRe dcenitnlyepethnedfeinrscte Hel-
en golfers who are finding Sc- Position 2 against William P. hopeless mess," the last 12 optimistic. 
g 
re-
ceptance in big national and Fleming, and James F. Schaef- months have started The Con- The price of the struggle to turned to the cotton growing
regional tournaments, in com- fer. Thirteen representatives go back from Political and end Katanga's secession has area of North Katanga.
petition with top white golfers, from Shelby County will be economic chaos. been high — in money and The first new trucks lm-
and playing for big-time stakes, elected from a slate of 30 LONG. HARD ROAD men. The dead include U.N. ported since independence
Secretary - General Dag Ham- have arrived and are going toThese Negro professionals, candidates. Four State Sena- The long, hard road to e plac- marskjold whose plane crash- the interior to bring the cropsaltho now only a handful, are tors will be elected from a 
pointing the way and blazing slate of 10 contenders. ing The Congo, 
with its ed into the Southern Rhode- to the river ports.
trails for lucrative incomes and "I have nothing to sell the mighty 
potential, in its true sian wilderness while he was Agriculture remains badly
high class employment for fu- state, I am not trying to make 31alce ihn Afrifca begnanhs lastt t f 
en route to a meeting with disrupted. The inflation gives
the small farmer no incentive
to do more than porduce at
subsistence level.
ture Negro golfers. It's Mr. a name for myself, said Mr.
Wright's contention that a be- Ishee. "I feel very strongly
ginning should be made now, about the need of sound, con-
among the younger Negroes, servative action in the State
to point out these opportuni- Legislature. I also am con-
ties, arid get them ready for vinced that Shelby County
them. That's the motivation be- farming interests need repre-
hind his clinic. sentation in the legislature, as
He stated that girls and Shelby County ranks high in
women have a splendid oppor- the state in agricultural in-
tunity to make a living and come. I believe my experience
make a mark in golf. .. noting as a farmer and my aessviation
that white girls by the score with numerous farm groups
rind steady, well-paying, sates- qualifies me to represent this
fying employment in various segment of Shelby County citi-
phases of the sport. zens."
erence and children's sections
and will also contain a vast
hall for lecture*, debates and
discussions.
The British government has
already contributed 875.600 to-
wards the capital cost of the
Central Library. The Western
Nigerian Government is con-
sidering merging a proposed
Secretariat library. w hich
would cost $112,000, with the
Central Library. .
Western Nigeria spends near-
ly half of its revenue on edu-
cation, waging • relentless war
on illiteracy which has receiv-
ed wide public response.
The Government has sought
to sustain this response to its
educational programs by pro-
viding well-equipped and ef-
ficient public libraries. Latest
statistics show that there has
been a substantial rise in read-
ership at the present Regional
Library in lbadan and accom-
modations for new books are
urgintly required.
In addition to the regional
library at lbadan, the govern-
ment has established a series
of mobile libraries which sup.
ply books to schools and vill-
age communities. Local and
district councils operate over
50 local libraries including spe-
cial libraries for children.
•
0
"DADDY SAYS IT'S OKAY FCR
Al LONG AS YOu DOWT TARE
YOU TO'USE IT...
11  CuT ap TelE YARD."
negotiation, the United Na-
tions arranged for parliament
to meet under U. N. protection
at Lovanium university in
Leopoldville.
From this meeting emerged
a central government headed
by Cyrille Adoula, a 41-year-
old trade union leader and
former bank clerk.
As parliament met for the
first time in more than a year
The Congo had hit its lowest
point.
Antoine Gizenga, a former
schoolmaster and vice-pre-
mier in the government of
Patrice Lumumba, who was
murdered in Katanga in Feb-
ruary, 1961, had created a se-
cessionist state around the
Lumumba stronghold of Stan-
leyvine. Nine Afro - Asian
countries had accredited dip-
lomatic missions in the town.
In Katanga, president Mom
Tshombe was sitting behind
a mercenary-built military
wall bolstered by fat revenues,
from the copper mines of his
province.
FLOGGED OPPONENT
Albert Kalonji. another an-
ti-central government seces-
sionist, had himself crowned
king, then emperor of South
Kasai's diamond mines and
ordered anyone who opposed
him flogged in public.
The Congo's "Garden Prov-
ince" of Kivu which had pre-
viously provided an agricultu-
ral surplus was the hunting
ground of rebellious tmolat
whose depredations reduced
production with the thorough-
ness of a swarm of locusts.
The capital of Leopoldville,
once a bustling African metro-
polis, was haunted by 100,000
unemployed threatening to
explode into a mob of food-
seeking looters.
Adoula was named premier
in August, 1961, mainly be-
reuse he commanded no large
political group. He had start-
ed out as an ardent Lumum-
bist but along with many nth-
en was soon appalled at the
Tshombe.
Abdoula has been successful
in ending the secessions of
Gizenga in oriental province
and Kalonji in South Kasai.
Gizenga has been arrested and
stripped of his military pow-
er, cabinet post and parlia-
mentary immunity. He faces
charges of sedition and ille-
gal shipment of gold. Kalonji,
similarly dealt with, is im-
prisoned for flogging a poli-
tical opponent.
While speaking in terms of
a united Congo Adoula is re-
alistically preparing to split
the country's present six prov-
inces into 21. A bill to this
effect is already drafted. The
provinces will be established
along linguistic and ethnical
lines. Although out of step
with a world tending towards
integration, this federal prin-
ciple seems the only way the
Congo will run.
On a par with The Congo's
political problems, and direct-
ly resulting from them, is a
serious economic situation.
The once-rich Belgium col-
ony is running a deficit of
about 1 billion francs ($2 mil-
lion) a month. It is practically
living on U. S. handouts
amounting to about $6 million
a month.
Much of the deficit is due
to a swollen and often-nepotic
civil service and, on paper.
the highest paid army in the
world.
•Smuggling of cotton, ivory
and diamonds along the north. -
ern frontier is a drain on the
national revenue. However,
this hinges directly on pacifi-
cation and restoraton of order
in the outlying regions.
Work is under way to re-
pair the vital Lubilash river
bridge in Katanga, which was
destroyed during fighting in
July.
The Tshombe-Adoula agree-
ment will mean Katanga'e
ores move once again over
this bridge through the reet
of The Congo to Port Franc-
qui and Matadi. This will al-
leviate unemployment along
the river route and revitalize
the economy.
The Belgian embassy, staf-
fed by men with no colonial
stigma, is preparing a vast
technical assistance program
which, with Congolese agree-
ment, will place experienced
men at key pests in the in-
terior.
They will complement the
U. N's 400 technical assistants
who, although hard-working
and conscientious, can solve
Only a fraction of The Congol
technical problems.
The Congo still has ite
troubles — lots of them. But
on its second anniversary it
does seem to be moving in the
right direction.
Burroughs Corp. Hires
First Negro Accountant
DURHAM, N. C. — The Bur-
roughs Corporatiqn of America
has employed a 1062 NCC grad-
uate, Coy Smart pf Durham,
as its first Negroi accountant.
Smith, an hono• graduate in
commerce, who I as a begin-
ning salary of $ 800 will work
111 the Detroit lice.
The employm of &dials
one of a series of such appoint-
ments for NCC graduates this
year to "non-traditional" posts.
Although the majority of 4
NCC products continue to go
into teaching fields, increasing
numbers of them are finding
positions in goverrunent and
industry.
•
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ANTOINETTE GLENDA
SPROTT. h i g heat ranking
graduate in May classes at
Tennessee AlkI State univer-
sity, Nashville, has joined the
staff of vice-president Lyn-
don B. Johnson. Daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. E. D. Sprott,
7r.. of Beaumont, Tex., she
was sworn in recently to
work in the division of aero-
nautics and Space Council.
With her on the left is Prin.
ideal W. S. D a•ls and her
MANY DRWERSTRY lb Do -MI Imam
‘F 4ou *mei FLti..- 6t1 A AIRPLANE!
THE HIGHWAYS ARE IMPROVED.4
*MY DON'T Val TRY
IMPROVING?
father, Dr. Sprott, jr. Fea-
tured in the year book as
-Miss Brains."' she was se-
lected for the position on the
basis of general demeanor as
well as scholastic ability.
Says What He Learned At FHA
Credit Program Aided Success
WASHINGTON, 11 C. — A
4I-year-old Los Angeles Traf-
fic Hearing Officer has been
named Peace Corps Represen-
By MARCUS H. BOULWARE tative to Africa's Cameroon by
Parents of children who are NEW YORK — A central- far, 397 of them still have Sargent Shriver, director of
hard of hearing, and children ized source of information on openings in their freshman the Peace Corps. Chester C.
who wear hearing aids should the college admissions picture class for this September. This Carter, Jr., is currently at the
become familiar with the book has been established by the proves that there is still room Washington Peace Corps head-
Student Admissions center of in a number of colleges in the quarters for his orientation
prior to joining the project— "Tim and His Hearing Aid." New York City with the pub- country that still need stu-This book is published by
Dodd, mead end company of lication of its Reports. dents. Most of these openings gruu 
university.
1951 
 at
OhioN19e57. 
tory on college openings in According to Gary William 
York City, copyrighted Reports is a running inven- are in the midwestern States. 
State
The West Coast Traffic jur-
This book tells the story of over 700 colleges and junior Johnson, director of research ist will head a secondary edu-
Tim, his hearing, his advice colleges in the United States, and circulation, Reports hopes cation project group of 50
by the ear specialist his be_ Each issue is freshly research- to have over 1,000 colleges 
Peace Corps Volunteers Train-
the Buckeye State cam-
where the training pro-
July 5.
group
ALL TALK
ing fitted with a hearing aid, ed to bring the high school reporting before the fall issue
his problems encountered in guidance counselor the latest comes out. Research will be
learning to wear the hearing information available on started for this project this
aid, and his learning to get where he can still place his Summer.
the most benefits therefrom. students into colleges even at Reports is available on a
It tells these hearing handi- this late date. subbeription basis to guidance
capped children that they are The next issue, which will counselors and heads of eats-
not alone with a hearing prob. be off the press June 28, blished public and private
lem. The book is very well il-thows that out of the 529 col- schools. It is published six
lustrated with pictues Timges that have answered so times a year.
and his family, 'etc. • Ik •
READERS: For my discus-
stamps and a self-addressed
sion pamphlet, send t w o Science Teachers Study.
long business envelope to Dr.
Marcus H. Boulivare, Indiana AL 
University, Trees Center P. 0.
Box 245, Bloomington, Ind. Florida University
This is my summer address
up to Aug. 10, 1962. TALLAHASSEE — Twelve
Negroes are among 75 Bro-
Name New ward county teachers who
were enrolled at Florida State
Worker university today for a spe-cial eight-week summer insti-
NEW YORK — Howard M. tute designed to up-grade sci-
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A But Mr. and Mrs. Nesmith freezer enabled the Neamiths Keefe, jr., has joined the Bu- ence teaching in the county's
former tenant farmer who has determinedly adopted the im- to repay the government in reau of Advertising of the junior high schools.
graduated from the credit pro- proved farming methods sug- full in 1952. American Newspaper Publish- 
They are the first of their
gram of the Farmers Home gested by the U. S. Depart- The Nesmiths now sell 60 to era Association, as an account race to be admitted to 
Florida
Administration says what the ment of Agriculture. They 80 hogs a year, more than a executive in the Chicago of- State university, although Ne-
agency taught him about bet- bought certified cottonseed, dozen calves, around 12 bales flee, it is announced by Jack groes have attended the 
Uni-
on- farming methods has been applied more fertilizer and iri- of cotton, and 5,000 pound 
Kauffma n, executive vice- versity of Florida, the Uni-
s of president. vereity of South Florida, and
as important to his success as secticid, plowed and chop- tobacco. A new tractor has re-
the credit extended to buy a ped the crop frequently to He will report to Dent Has- 
the University of Miami. The
farm of his own, keep it free of grass and Placed singer, central sales manager. School
weeds.
Within three years, the cot-
ton yield was up from 250
pounds of lint per acre to 750
pounds. And their tobacco
crop, which received similar
attention, brought a yield of
2,000 pounds per acre, com-
pared with only 1,400 pounds
the first year. Average per
acre cotton yield in the county
is only 350 pounds; and to-
bacco, 1,600 pounds.
MORE CROPS
Their higher crop yields, re-
ceipts from the marketing of
calves and hogs, and savings
made by eating out of their
garden, smokehouse, and home
OVELORN
Ga.sylE2P141 11 
Dear Mme. Chante: I am down, color doesn't matter. I
single, brown complexion. am 5 feet, 6 inches tall, dark
Would like to correspond with complexion, blue eyes, black
ladies between 39 and 50 years hair, welder. — Leslie A.
old and weighing between 115 Campbell, 83 Dalyell Rd., Lon-
and 150, brown complexion.— don, S.W 9, England.
Al Matthews, 2100 Benton, • • •
Apt. 3, Kansas City, Mo. Dear Mme Chante: I am
looking for a lady about 50 or• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 55 years old who is interested
interested in corresponding in marriage. I am 58 and have
with American pen pals. Will means of support — Von Jo-
exchange photos. I understand seph, c/o Earl Williams, 1150
you are a very nice lady who N. Sedgwick, Chicago, Ill.
helps others. So. I am trying • • •
my luck. — Joyce Miller, Lit- Dear Mme Chante: I am a
forald Lane. Kingston 13, Ja- young man of 30 — get around
maica, B.W.I. in a wheel chair. Would like to
• • • meet a girl who is interested
Dear Mme Chante: Please in marriage. I have a house —
help me find a pen pal. I am let's make it a home. — E. W.
a young man of 20, brown- Wheat, 816 12th St., Des
skin. 150 lbs. Christian. Like Moines, Iowa.
all clean sports. Interested in • • •
corresponding with ladies • be- Dear Mme Chante: I am in-
tween 18 - 20. — L. B. Bogg, terested in obtaining a 'pen
1529 E. 72nd St., Chicago, Ill. pal. I was told that you are 9/
• • • a very helpful lady to lonely
Dear Mme Chante: I am a people. So I would be very
Jamaican now residing in the happy if you would help me `-a`•••‘',"
United Kingdom. Interested in in that respect. — Carl Dixon, —
corresponding with a young — • -
American lady between 21 .• ..yen street, unnsch
Wztf_z9_  Cf'Prof.Doocile 
vris suMMER Now...AND ScHOoifs otri"_:—S0
LET'S MAKE 11 A SE ONE FOR VE IOU
RAUL AWAY OLD REFRiERA-toRS,CARS AtiD
FILL uP DEEP NOLES: AND wHEN DRIVING,1.B ON Ti4E ALERT FoR T4-IE NA 
  
30, fair education, 5 feet, 8 Town, P.,0., Kingston, Jainai- .A. Traffic Jurist To
inches tall, willing to settle ca, B. W.I.
Publication Helps Find Head Peace Corps Unit
Colleges For Students
The farmer is Henry H.
Nesmith of Kingstree, S. C.,
who now thinks it was old
fashioned farming methods, as
much as anything else, that
held him and his father down
as struggling tenant farmers.
After his father's death in
1948, Nesmith, applied to
Farmers Home for a loan to
buy 125 acres and build a
house and a barn.
BUYS LAND
"When we made the family
the loan to buy the farm," re-
calls County Farmers Home
Supervisor Edward D. Player,
"its acres were about as poor
as any in the state."
Receives $25,000 Grant
cFor Work With Youth
NEW YORK — A $25,000
grant from The Charles E.
Merrill Trust of Ithaca, N.Y.,
has been received by the Na-
tional Urban League toward
support of the organization's
youth and family service pro-
grams, Henry Steeger, NUL
president, announced today.
The League's youth incent-
ive program is to supplement
/cahoot counseling services.
Steeger said. It helps Negro
youth to secure equitable ac-
cess to educational and train-
ing opportunitiee.
in urban areas in bringing new
and older-resident families to-
gether. In effect, an establish-
ed family helps a newcomer
household and introduces new
arrivals to the community and
its strvices.
The UL conducts career con-
frrences, stay-in-school and
hack-to-school chives and a
wide variety of other activi-
ties designed to encourage
&and stimulate Negro youth to-
ward maximum achievement
of their potential through edu-
cation and training, he added.
In its strengthening-the-
family program, the League
will serve as a clearing house
Southern
mortage 36 years before the
final note was due through
improved farming methods
and growing their own food
at home instead of buying it
at the grocery.
ed recently that 137 of the
South's 234 predominantly
white tax-supported colleges
now admit Negroes.
The 12 who are registered
at FSU range in age from 23
to 46. All hold college degrees
and teach general science in
junior high schools of the
Fort Lauderdale area. They
are rooming together in one
ti f d r it r ithsec on o a omo y, w
white students on the same
floor. 
3-YEAR STUDY
The eight-week summer in-
provements in science instruc- 
A I tstitute initiates a three-year
tion not only in Broward
county but also in Florida
generally and elsewhere, FSU
officials said.
The teachers will receive
instruction in physics, chemis-
try, biology, mathematics, ge-
ology, astronomy, and meteo-
rology.
In addition to the eight-
week session, there will be
in-service institutes in Bro-
ward County during the 1962-
63 school year. Special semi-
nars will be conducted to ex-
amine and revise junior high
curricula.
As part of the present proj-
ect, studies will be conducted
to determine what effect this
program will have on science
education in Broward County
schools, according to Dean
Mode L. Stone of FSU's
School of Education.
A feature of the program at
FSU is that Broward County
supervisory personnel will
will come to Tallahassee dur-
ing the final (eighth) week of
the summer institute to work
directly with the teachers.
ees on
pus,
gram will begin
Carter and the
CHESTER C. CARTER
leave for Cameroon about
mid
-September where he will
be the top official of this and
other Peace Groups serving in
Cameroon.
As Peace Corps Representa-
tive, Carter will have the -
primary responsibility for all
relationships with the host
country, representing the en-
tire range of Peace Corps ac-
tivties to the responsible of-
ficials.
RESPONSIBILITY
He will be responsible for
the behavior, well-being, work
performance and conduct of
and personnel in the host
all Peace Corps Volunteers
country, including project di-
rectors, who will be responsi-
ble to Carter.
Carter has served as Los
Angeles Civil Defense Coor-
dinator; Court Officer; Proba-
tion Court, Los Angeles Coun-
ty; and Hearing Officer, Juve-
nile Court.
He was also a lecturer in
philosophy at Los Angeles
City college since 1958. He
counselled students on their
educational goals, and was the
liaison person representing the,
faculty at intercultural activi-
ties.
COURT DUTIES
In his Los Angeles Traffic,
Hearing position, he heard and
decided all matters set clown
for trial by the presiding judge
of the Juvenile Court — ages
16 through 18.
Mrs. Claudia B. Carter and
their two children. Chester;
III, 51/2 and Marne, 3, will go
with Carter to Cameroon. Mrs.
Carter, a native of Baton
Rouge, La., is a graduate of
Southern University. She has
served as a social caseworker.,
and a probational and correc-
tional worker.
Hotel Building Boom Is
study that may lead to im- n n ernational Trendthree mules.
MR. AND MRS. HENRY H.
NESMITH of Kingtrae, S. C.,
show one of dozens of frozen
chickens from their home
freezer to Samuel Bacot*,
ex tre m• right, assistant
—
county supervisor of the
Farmes Home Administra•
tion, which made the family
a loan to buy 125 acres and
build a home and barn. The
coupl• paid out their farm
I'M SORRY S.. 9118Rt.& No/
1,4•••PARY %1Atta sktasitio.13e.?
WILL Vaal RiSA CALL MI?
'IOU wow," roaat.-t WILL.
sou?
Mal
By CLAIRE COX
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
A global hotel building boom
is under way to meet the
needs of a swelling number
of travelers.
Across the U. S., new hotels,
motels and motor hotels are
springing up along highways,
in suburbs and downtown
areas. An adaptation of the
motel has come to New York
City, with several motor ho-
tels going up on. the West
Side of Manhattan.
A number om major hotels
are being built in other cities,
among them, Houston, Tex.,
where the Sheraton - Lincoln
recently opened. An expen-
sive and swanky new hostelry,
the Georgetown Inn, has
Business Course
At Ill. Normal
NORMAL., Ill. — A workshop
designed to give business man-
agers and persons interested
in school business a concen-
trated course in a short period
of time is scheduled at Illinois
State Normal university July
29 to August 3.
Sponsored by the ISNU de-
partment and psychology, the
Schbol Business Officials'
Workshop has been endorsed
by the Association of School
Business Officials of the
United States and CAnada as
well as the Illinois Association
of School Business Officials.
The course may be taken
hour's credit for a graduate
with or without credit. One
brokerage manager in Occiden-I
opened in Washington, D.C.
GULF COAST HOTEL
The Mississippi Gulf Coas
boasts a new $6 million resort.,
Abroad, hotels are being.,
built in many of the major-.
European captials.
The Knott hotels corpora-
tion is putting uj the 24-story,.
Westbury in Brussels. Sche-
duledo open next arch. It;
will be the tallest hotel in.
Europe, with a restaurant at
the top.
Venezuela has built a lux-
ury hotel on the seacoast near,
Caracas, which will be run by.
the Sheraton chain as the,
Sheraton Macuto. Interconti-
nental hotels, a subsidiary of
Pan American World Airways,
will manage the Hotel Phoe-
nicia, which is scheduled to
open in December in Bierut,
Lebanon.
A new ski resort has been
opened in Chile at La Parva,
to provide summer recreation
for skiers who like to keep
in practice between winter.
vacations.
Name Brokerage
Manager In L.A.
LOS ANGELES — John G.
Hanney has been appointed
brokerage manager in the new
Elmhuret branch office of
Occidental Life Insurance
Company of California. ac-
cording to Burton L. Herman
branch manager
Hanney has been assistant
workshop will be granted on tars LaSalle Street branch ref-
request if the student qualifies
with the university for grad- f ice in Chicago since Febru-
uate work. any, 1961.
SOCIETY
Merry
Go-Round
,.•
...,,▪ 
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• FOURTH OF JULY was
heralded by gatherings of kith
and kin . . on patios, in
back yards, in verdant parks
▪ : . mostly marked by the
wafting of hazy and delicious
smelling smoke for the pas-
time that has become Amer-
ica's favorite, the barbecue
cook-outs.
Gone are the days of flag-
waving parades and speeches
of yore . . . but the spirit of
. the Fourth lives on in our
contemporary mores, as afore-
Mentioned.
' RECEPTION
'THE WOMEN OF Garden's
Presbyterian Church gave a
beautiful welcome program
and reception for their new
minister and his family, Rev.
and Mrs. Lawrence F. Hay-
good, Sunday, July 1, at 5
• -• With a prelude by O'Fer-
rell Nelson, and Charles
Campbell leading the prayer,
Mrs. Marguerite McChriston,
president of the Women's
group, gave the occasion.
Welcomes were extended by
James Simpson, Jr., from the
church and by elder Blair T.
Hunt, pastor of Mississippi
Blvd. Christian church, from
the community. Rev. Haygood
made the response. Miss Gra-
cie Conley of Bethel AME
church sang, as did Eugene
Nesbit; the history of Park-
way Gardens was given by
Mrs. Grace K. Tardy, and
the remarks of Sherman W.
Robinson, Clerk of Session,
closed the brief and impres-
sive program.
Immediately following, a
beautiful reception was held
in the downstairs fellowship
room, where guests met Mrs.
Haygood and the family's
handsome children.
Among the guests attend-
ing the program and recep-
tion were Mrs. Lillian An-
derson, Mrs. Betty Bland, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert M. Ratcliffe,
Mrs. Elsie R. Mulanda, Mr.
and Mrs. Thurman North-
cross. Mrs. Mable Nems, Miss
Juanita Robinson, Mr. and
Mrs. West A. Webb, Jr., Mrs.
Pearlie Legette, Mrs. Alsnit-
tie Allen, Thurman. North-
cross, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Pearson, Mr. and Mrs.
O'Ferrell Nelson, Rev. S. B.
Kyle, Mrs. Hazel Bass, Dr.
A. B. Carter, Mr. and Mrs.
N. P. Watkins, Mrs. Grace
Tardy, Mrs. Nell Northcross,
•Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Neale,
-Mr. and Mrs. Young Wallace,
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Rob-
inson, Jam cs Simpson, Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Batts, Mrs
Ethel Copeland, Miss Alice
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
.Sugarmon, Sr., Miss Gerline
Shaw, Mrs. Mary D. King.
Miss Versie Lee Jackson, Mrs.
Hattie Storey, Mrs. Lillie B.
Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Walla cc. Mr. and Mrs. P.
Crowder, Mrs. Bolton, Mrs.
William Cowan, Rev. and
Mrs. Burton, Rev. and Mrs.
'Prenton Daniel, Rev. Joseph
F. Page and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Osborne.
Others were H. Means, J.
D. Sias, Rev. M. C. Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Selmo Jones,
'Miss Carlene Pearson, Wil-
liam T. Weed, Mr. and Mrs.
Malcomb Weed, Louis Thom-
as, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mea-
dows, Mr. and Mrs. George
Garrett, 0. D. Jeans, Mr. and
Mrs. William McChriston, Mr.
'and Mrs. Thomas McCullen,
Mr. and Mrs. James Sanders,
'Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lewis,
Oliver Ingram, Mrs. Mamie
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Pearson, Murray Reed,
Mrs. Mary Ingram, Mrs. Cor-
nelia Pearson, Mrs. Ardelia
McGhee, Mrs. Elizabeth
Strickland, Mr. and Mrs. P.
L. Burford, Eugene Nesbitt,
Mrs. Ophelia Porter, Miss Al-
ice Morgan, Dr. Hollis F.
Price, Mrs. L. Marzette, Mrs.
Thyolmae Jones, Miss Ann
Spraggins, Mrs. Evelyn Reed,
Bertram Lee McClarin, Errold
W. Johnson. Mrs. Edna Young,
Vernon McDonald,
Mrs. Juanita H. Rayner, Miss
Evelyn McGhee, Mrs. Mar-
jorie Ulen, Mrs. Rose Nell
Iles, Charles McChriston, Ted
Marzette, William Moore, Ka-
ren Moore, Brenda Sanders,
Rev. Gene Canesta-ari, Mi-
chael Jones, Brenda Batts
Yvonne Jackson, Mrs. Bertha
Corward, Mrs. Annie Mae
Johnson, Rev. William Bur-
ton, Mrs. Mildred Moore, Mrs.
Velma McChriston, Rev. and
Mrs. R. L. McRae and Rev.
Tom Davidson. We join in
welcoming the Haygoods u,
our community.
Mrs. Lillian Anderson of
1533 Doris, entertained
friends with a Fourth of July
bride party at 5 that after-
noon. First to arrive was Mrs.
Callie Terrell and her daugh-
ter Brenda, long time friends
of the Anderson family. Oth-
ers were Mrs. Martha Mitch-
ell, Mrs. Minnie L. Robinson,
Mrs. Bennie S. Haygood and
her three children, Rosetta,
Lawrence Jr. (Tony) and Chi-
quite. Mrs. Haygood is the
wife of Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian Church's new
minister, who recently moved
here from Norfolk, Va.
While the adults played
bridge, Mrs. Anderson's pret-
ty girls, Lillian (Plum) and
Mitchelease (Cherry) enter-
tained their guests with a
game of War, and other chil-
dren's delights.
Mrs. Anderson entertained
in orange Jamaica shorts and
a rainbow striped blouse. Mrs.
Haygood wore blue shorts and
a blue mingled blouse. Mrs.
Robinson' shorts were of den-
im and a floral blouse of pa-
triotic red, white and blue.
Mrs. Terrell chose a floral
sphaghetti strapped patio
dress and Mrs. Mitchell was
chic in a broadcloth sport
skirt and blouse.
Prizes were won by Mes-
dames Haygood and Mitchell
. and everyone enjoyed the
delicious and attractive menu.
PARTY HONORS OHIOANS
MR. AND MRS. THEODORE
JACKSON were party hosts
at their home on South Park-
way last Friday night, when
they complimented their
daughter Beverly J. Haw-
kins and her husband Wal-
lace. of Dayton, Ohio. It was
their first trip home since
leaving Memphis . . and
the couple's scores of friends
were delighted in having
them hack in their midst.
Having fun chatting, enjoy-
ing the lavish hospitality of
thV lovely home and the tasty
canapes and hors d' ouevre
menu were Margaret and
Roscoe McWilliams, Frank
and Rubye Jean Lewis, 0'-
Ferrel and Ann Nelson, Ida
Mae Lockard, Dr. T. H,. and
Nell Northcross, Herbert and
LaMaris Robinson, Rose and
Leopold Iles, Frank Williams.
Dr. I. A. and Vernita Watson,
Alice and Frank Kilpatrick,
Helen and Bennie Batts, Dr.
and Mrs. Fortson of Dayton,
Ohio, Vivian and Thomas
Willis,
Beverly and Wallace were
also complimented at a fourth
picnic by their close friends,
the Sam Browns, and Hazelle
0. Lewis; Dr. and Mrs. Jas.
Byas were hosts at brunch
Friday . . and Mrs. I. A.
Watson entertained at dinner
Sat. Eve., followed by a party
by the Herbert Robinsons.
We're bursting with pride
as well as the scores of friends
of Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight
Jr. and Dr. and Mrs. W. 0
Speight, Sr., whose son and
grandson, William (Billy)
Speight III, has scored the
phenomenal acoomplislunent
of chalking up a perfect score
of 800 points in higher math-
ematics on the College En-
trance Board Examination.
Dr. and Mrs. Speight were
informed by the headmaster
of the Wooster School, a boys
prep school at Danbury,
Conn., of the feat last week
in a letter which commended
them and expressed the
school's pride in the achieve-
ment. Hamilton high school,
too, can take pride in its part
in the development of this
brilliant youngster, since he
attended Hamilton in grades
1 through 8.
Occurring at a propitious
time, with the local air cloud-
ed with the recent report of
underachievement of so many
of our local students, this
news is a vivid reminder of
the fact that security, motiva-
tion, enrichment and accom-
plishment in education is in-
deed influenced by economic
and cultural background.
Memphis can also be proud
of the fact that in the two
instances to our knowledge,
TERMITES- ROACHES,
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest ExterMinsting Cs.
o. Z. Fieeir• CA 74031
WEDDING PARTY — Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Collins
were married in a recent
June ceremony in Si. An-
thony Catholic church, and
here they are seen with
where a perfect scare on this
test has been achieved in
higher mathematics, both
were Negro boys. The other
was Napoleon B. Williams of
Manassas who is now at Har-
vard university.
Billy will be a senior next
year, and plans to attend
either Harvrd or Yale upon
graduating. Congratulations,
Billy, we are really proud of
you, not only for your erudite-
ness, but for your forthright-
ness and gentlemanly man-
ners at all times.
CHICAGOANS JOHNNY
DOWDY and his cousin, ELI-
ZABETH MASON are spend-
ing a gala fortnight with
Johnny's mother, Mrs. Han-
nah Hunt, of 1774 Marble,
and seeing many friends and
other relatives, here and at
Holly Springs, Miss.
SOCIAL SCRIBE, JEWEL
GENTRY, was right on hand
at the lavish Debutante Ball
sponsored by the Chicago
Chapter of Links. Inc. at the
Palmer House in Chicago.
While there she was the guest
of Dr. and Mrs. T. R. M.
Howard in their 22nd floor
apartment in swank Lake
Meadows, overlooking Lake
Michigan.
Get-well-wishes are ex-
tended to personable DR. W.
H. YOUNG, who is recover-
ing from surgery at the Mayo
Clinic at Rochester. Dr.
Young is a perennial favorite
of all on the social scene here-
abouts.
We are sorry to learn of
the illness of well-known
HARRY CASH, Hamilton
High's principal, who has
gone to Riverside Sanitarium
at Nashville for treatment.
TSD'S girl Friday, MAX-
INE DRIVER, has just re-
turned from a whirlwind va-
cation that took her to Kan-
sas City, Chicago, Milwaukee
and Detroit.
THE MEMPHIS TUSKE-
GEE ALUMNI CLUB is re-
minded that its first summer
meeting will be held Friday,
night, July 13, at 8 o'clock
at the Lelia Walker Club-
house. All members are urged
to attend.
ETHEL TARPLEY and
spouse MARVIN thrilled to
the brilliant commencement
program at BOSTON Univer-
sity, where Adlai Stevenson,
U. S. delegate to the United
Nations, was the speaker,
dazzling in the vivid scarlet
robe and black four-cornered
hat at Oxford University,
England.
MARVIN, JR. was among
the purple-hooded graduates
of the Law School, and the
sight of seeing 4,000 graduates
marching in four abreast and
hundreds of faculty members,
practically all PhD's was a
thrilling event.
DEFEN DER SATURDAY, JULY 14. 1962
other members of the wed-
ding party. On front row,
Irons left. are Miss iiertha-
rene Berkley, Mrs. Hollye
M. Shotwell, Mrs. Anesta
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
Collins, Willie Herenton,
Miss Beatrix Richmond and
COLLIER INGRAM NUPTI-
ALS — Members of the
Wedding party of Miss Har-
rine Collier and Charles In-
Miss Geraldine Douthet. On
second row, same order, are
Robert Bullock, Andrew
Adams, brother of the bride;
Charles Collins and Earnest
Collins, brothers of the
groom; and Simon Harding.
Mrs. Collins is fhe former
gram of New York City pose
following the union of the
couple. From left are Harold
Osborne, Mary Elizabeth Da-
Harrine Janet Collier Becomes
Bride Of Charles Ingram
On Saturday, June 16, Miss
Harrine Janet Collier of
Memphis, became the bride
of Charles Ingram of New
York City at the Trinity
Christian Metholist Episcopal
Church.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Houston Col-
lier; Ingram is the son of
Mrs. Frances Biddle of Paris,
Kentucky.
Wedding music was pro-
vided by Miss Alva Crivens
and Mrs. Helen W. West; so-
loist was Mrs. Euless Hunt.
Reverend P. Gonya Hentrel,
pastor of the church officiat-
ed.
The bride who wore an ex-
quisite gown of Alencon lace
which featured a sweetheart
neckline, was escorted to the
flower banked altar by her
father, Houston Collier. Her
chapel train enhanced the
delicacy of the wedding
dress which was worn by her
mother, Mrs. Collier. Her
headpiece was a chapel veil
of illusion and seed pearls.
The something "borrowed"
was a dainty handkerchief
used by her grandmother
more than 60 years ago.
Sad note, though, was the
fact that they forgot to take
their movie camera with them
from Ethel's sister's home
(Crystal Lunceford Hayes) at
Montclair, N. J., which has
been specially loaded with
color film for the occasion.
But the event will forever be
etched in their memories,
nevertheless.
DON'T FORGET TO SEND
US YOUR SUMMER AND
FOURTH NEWS, AND RE-
MEMBER OUR ADDRESS
WHEN SENDING CARDS
FROM OUT OF TOWN, 236 S
'Wellington, Please.'
Woman Tortured
by Agonizing ITCH
"I Nearly itched to death
yeartlant I /awed a
wets, treader creme. N eu
I'm happy," writes Mrs
P. Ramsay el L A. Calif
Here's bleseed relief from
torture, of vaginal itch,
rect•I itch, chafing, rush
and OCutftill with an moraring new ilintrot .6c
formulacalled LANACANF.Thisfast.at ling
nueltc aired Creene hills he earful horteria perms
while it fondue raw, i rr i r ated and inflamed
timuir. Stop, aceacchang—ao speeds heshiia.
Don't sand Got LANAGANI tit mu.,
The mother of the Ian
wore a rose lace after-fa. ,
dress with matching accessor-
ies, and a tiny hat of baby
roses. Her corsage was a
white orchid. Mrs. Biddle, the
groom's mother, wore a white
on blue flowered silk dress,
and white silk organza hat.
Her corsage was a white or-
chid.
THE RECEPTION
The wedding reception was
held at the home of the bride's
parents, 1430 Elliston Road.
Pre-nuptial affairs were a
kitchen shower given by Mrs.
James Bostic, 2233 Sparks
Road, bridal luncheon given
by Mrs. William Owen and
her daughter, Angela and the
rehearsal dinner by the
bride's parents.
Mrs. Ingram is a graduate
of Knoxville College and a
graduate student in the Eng-
lish department at At
University; and a member of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
The groom is a graduate of
Knoxville College and is em-
ployed in New York City
where the couple will make
their home. He is a member
of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
MATRON OF HONOR
Mrs. Houstine Collier Green,
sister of the bride, was
matron of honor. The brides-
maids were Miss Margaret
Penn, and Miss Mary Eliza-
beth Davis, sister of the
bridegroom, Paris Ken. The ,
matron of honor wore pale'
yellow- princess style, calf-
length silk cotton dress and
a tiny veiled white hat, the
bridesmaids wore silk cotton
yellow dresses and tiny yel-
low straw hats with matching
veiling. Their bouquets were
of red American beauty roses.
Willie Green was best man.
Groomsmen were Harold Os-
borne, Harper Brewer,
SAVE 80*
'11111111111.1
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CART H—OME SAVINGS!
"under plot ef
home delivered
milk
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
Words of the Wise
When nature leaves a hole
in a person's mind, she gen-
erally plasters it over with
self-conceiL
—(Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow)
Miss Florida Joyce Adams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Adams of 579 N. Third
at. The bridegroom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Lozie Col-
lins of Millington. (Withers
Photo)
lakeviewing With Gerri
NEW SECTION
In the Gardens, plans for
new Section "G" are rapidly
taking shape. Along with the
planning goes several new
model homes, which will be
in the $14,000 to $35,000 price
range. One of these luxurious
models features a living room,
dining room, two baths —
one of Which will have a
dressing area, with formica
top tables, two children's bed-
rooms, the Master bedroom
with its private bath, a chil-
dren's playroom, a family
room with fireplace, an eat-
in kitchen, storage closet and
utility room, to mention a
few of the features, this spark-
ling new model with that
inimitable Lakeview flair,
will be available soon.
Lakeview Gardens is
achieving a continuing fresh-
ness, a versatility in distinc-
tive homes that soars beyond
the limits of a set style or
feeling. These homes sweep
in mood from casual ease to
mellow warmth to sophisti-
cated elegance and provide
realistic eyes for your budget!
The office of Lakeview
Management company is open
seven days a week for fur-
ther information.
LAKEVIEWITES
From all indications, con-
viviality reigned throughout
the Gardens on the Fourth
of July. With few exceptions,
vii. Willie Green, best man; Penn and Harper Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles In- Trinity CME church was the
gram, Mrs. Houstine Green, scene of the wedding.
matron of honor: Margaret
z
(4. A. ...'s!-,f• .c • ,
By MRS. C. WATSON
Dear Carlotta:
I am a young woman, and
am trying to live a clean life.
One reason is that it has al-
ways been drummed into me
— the value of a clean life.
But I could have much more
fun. if I took more interest
in the activities of my friends.
They tell me that burning
my candle at both ends may
burn out quicker, but it will
make a better light. And be-
lieve me their light is shining
at this time. Now I need some
fortitude, someone who can
tell me again, I am right, and
also some of them may read it
and come to my side. It is
hard to fight alone.
Lonesome.
Dear Lonesome,
There are many young wom-
en that are taking care of their
bodies and their souls, al-
though their names aren't sung
from the housetops. So feel
proud, rather than remorse-
ful for the stand you are tak-
ing. So respect that body and
mind.
Too many people let their
minds get into places and con-
ditions in which you would
only expect to find pigs wal-
SPECIAL BUY!
EXCLUSIVE
PERCALES
•
• Fine quality cotton
• Exclusive print•
• For fashions: home
decorating needs.
lowing. You will be able to
stand up to years and years
of the hardest work and be in
fine fettle at the end if you
take care of your self.
But a few years of loose-liv-
ing will rattle it to bits and
leave it a burned out old wreck
Tell your "loose" friends that
they cannot take liberties with
old Mother Nature, and the
sins they commit light hearted-
ly against her "two by two"
. . . they will be called upon
some day to pay for dearly
"one by one."
It is interesting to note that
there is a "comeback" with
Nature. And, take it from me,
you'll never have a really
sound, alert mind unless you
have a sound chassis and vice
versa. Self respect, is the most
important thing one can ac-
quire.
LEICESTER, England —
(UPI) — Music appreciation is
the favorite course at a prison
here. Least popular is English.
mode
with
Lakeviewites who are usually
gregarious gadabouts, remain-
ed Lakeviewbound. Bar
cues and picnics flourish.
. . Stein and Sunbeam (Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Mitchell)
entertained the band and oth-
er employees of Club Handy.
This gay group of guys and
dolls made whoopee from
near noon 'til almost work
time at the club.
On Peace st., the Hollises,
the Bakers, the Joluisons, and
the Hills had whing-dings at
each of the respective resi-
dences. The hosts did them-
selves proud on the luscious
barbecue feasts.
An ever so delightful bar-
becue was enjoyed at Martha
and Harold Galloway's. The
gay bon vivants of this group
were Norm and Icon Griffin,
Mary Ethel and Jimmy Jones
and Martha and Arthur Ear
Home. Of course the o
springs of each were presen
Percy Gill and siblings,
along with the James Woods'
family enjoyed a picnic at
the Bailey farm which in-
cluded boating and fishing.
Upon returning, a twist con-
test between the youngsters
and oldsters ensued. Of course
you know agility is a MUST
for this dance, so it's needless
to say who won!
Another kala on the glori-
ous Fourth was the trek to
the Carver Point Resort for
Lakeview Management and
Peace Realty companies' staf-
fers. Those who sauntered
around the picnic grounds
'neath the tall trees, fished
and-or boated on the lake
were Sam and Maggie Peace.
Bob and Stine McFerrin, Min-
erva Hancock and of course,
the new director of Lakevieah
Management - Roy Kayla?
naugh. Feasting, fishing and
cordiality prevailed through-
out the day. J. C. McCauley
with Jackie and Larry were
among the frolickers at the
now-famous resort site, just
beyond the state line.
Simply scrumptious barbe-
cue, further enhanced by tas-
ty baked beans and marvelous
slaw, brought raves as well
as requests for more from
Nedra and Smitty, who feted
Winnie, (Mrs. Irvin Wallace
of Los Angeles). Among those
present at this fun gathering
were Barbara Atkins, Fat
(Thomas) Mills, Carolyn Gar-
ner, Fred Williams and your
scribe and spouse, Bill.
The Henry A. Neales
tertained Mrs. Wallace wi
supper on their spacious patio
last Saturday night, with the
usual crowd present including
Lee and W. L. Jamison.
Our sympathy is extended
to Mrs. Wardell Wilson of
4875 Peace who recently lost
her mother.
Asks Delay
GEORGETOWN, British
Guiana — (UPI) — Pri me
Minister Cheddi Jagan said
Wednesday he will ask the
United Nations to consider
Britai n's postponement of ;
talks aimed at giving inde-
pendence to British Guiana.
*
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Mrs. Raychelle
Lynam Carhee,
Owner
1076 S. Parkway, E.
Mem phis 6, Tenn.
Phone
WH 6-2858
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Tennessee
JACKSON
'. By C. A. AGNEW
t
Ile.lers. Ester Williams of 105
via Street returned home
ntly from Louisville, Ky.
where she spent a nice vaca-
tion visit with her brothers
and their families and friends.
Mrs. Williams was recipient
of many social courtesies.
Mr, and Mrs. Andrew Bow-
ers and family of Milwaukee,
Wis., were guests over the
July 4 holidays in the home
Of Mrs. Bowers' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Robinson
at 487 Thomas St. They were
allo guests in the home of
their aunts, Mrs. Anna Dun-
nigan, Mrs. Hattie Porter and
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore.
Mrs. James Glenn and daugh-
ter, Susie Marie are visiting
her brother. Mr. Otis Brinker
at Tupelo, Miss. They will also
visit other relatives andnds in the community.
Rev. W. E. Jones of 1663
ooper Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. is a visitor here in the
home of his brother and sis-
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. John
Jones at 590 E, Baltimore St.
Rev. Jones is teaching Bible
lessons throughout the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Roach
of 154 Davis St. are at home
again after having visited his
uncle, Mr. James Roach at
Sikeston, Mo.
Youth Day was observed at
Bascom C.M.E. Church on last
Sunday. The Rev. Thomas
Cherry of Savannah, Tenn.
was guest speaker. Rev. Win-
frey, pastor.
Men's Day was celebrated
recently at Mercer Baptist
Church, Mercer, Tenn. The
guest speaker was the Rev.
J. M. Cunningham and congre-
gation along with Johnson
slIkpve Baptist Church. Rev.
r.,..1E. Theus, pastor.
Funeral services for Mr.
James William Pettigrew were
held recently at Mt. Olive
Baptist Church, the Rev. P.
T. Northern officiating. Burial
was the church cemetery with
.itephenson & Shaw Funeral
Home in charge.
Services for Mr. George C.
Miller were held in the chapel
of Boyd Johnson Funeral
Home on Tanyard St. Rev. E.
J. Cole officiating. Interment
'a Mt. Olive Cemetery.
On last Sunday at 5 p.m. to
6 the Volkswagen Committee
.sf Berean Baptist Church pre-
sented Its pastor Rev. A. L.
Campbell in an Autoharp re-
cital. The program consisted of
or
ns, spirituals and semi-
cleat selections. The pro-
am was highlighted by a
song by the kindergarten
ehildren. "T h e Volk wagen
Mad." Rev. Campbell's family
joined him to make the pro-
rram a success. Mrs. E. P.
Campbell played the auto-
harp and piano, Lawrence
Campbell - the t lute; Alfred
.!.. Campbell, Jr. the trombone
and Mrs. Bernice McRae-the
piano. The program was highly
enjoyable.
Mrs. Lola M. Dugger of 114
Peachtree St. celebrated her
birthday on July 5, 1962. Mrs.
Dugger is a loyal member of
Lilserty C.M.E. Church; a mem-
'aer of Sunday School class
number 4 and a member of
the Adult Chorus.
Funeral services for Rev.
J. E. Strayhorn were held last
Friday at 2 p.m. at St. Paul
C.M.E. Church with the Rev.
J. B. Boyd of Memphis, Tenn.
officiating. Burial was in Elm-
wood Cemetery with Bledsoe
le
ieral Home in charge. Rev,
ayhorn was a graduate of
Lane College and of Philips
School of Theology and had
-served as pastor of many
churches of his denomination
and as presiding on many oc-
casions. During his life he
reared and educated four chil-
dren of a deceased sister and
brother. Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Hattie Barnette
Strayhorn; 1 step-son, two
nieces, 3 nephews and many
other relatives and friends.
The Matrons of Home Bap-
tist Church presented • mil-
lion dollar wedding pagant last
Friday at 7:45 p.m. with Mrs.
' R. L. Drain as director. Rev.
T. Grimes, pastor.
Men's Day was observed at
Cool Springs Baptist Church
last Sunday. The 11 a.m. serv-
ices were conducted by the
pastor, Rev. W. H. Johnson.
Prof. S. F. Dobbins of Deca-
torville, Tenn, was the guest
latter at 2:30 p.m. Beci Paulnt Clark - chairman. Rey.
w. H. Johnson, pastor.
iih ieD.oManefS'8HrdA.M: I
Rev. and Mrs. M. E. Edding
and daughter Mary were
guests in the home of Mrs.
Sallie Kentle last Sunday.
Wesley Wiggians came home
Friday from Kennedy Gen-
eral hospital in Memphis last
Friday.
• • •
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith,
from Pratsburg, N. Y., are
spending several days in tile
city, with Mr. W. Smith's moth-
er, Mrs. Lottie Mae Roberts
and family.
Baptist Churches of this city
were represented in the dis-
trict Sunday School Congress
held at Philippi Baptist
Church in Elizabethon, Tenn.
Master Thomas Harrington
has gone to Detroit, Mich. to
visit relatives.
Rev. W. P. Wagner conducted
the service at West Main St.
Christian Church on the morn-
ing of June 24.
Final rites for Mr. Wm.
Foster, 77, who died in Me-
morial Hospital on June 14, at
Ledford Funeral Parlor on the
afternoon of June 17, with
Rev. M. D. Maecnoen, of Eli-
zabethon, Term., officiating.
The deceased was a member of
Thankful Baptist Church. He
is survived by a wife, Mrs.
Willie M. Foster, three sons,
William Foster, John Foster,
and David Foster, three
daughters, rhillis Foster, Mary
Foster, and Dorothy Foster,
two brothers, Mr. John Fos-
ter, of this city and Mr. Jasper
Foster, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
three sisters, Mrs. Elzia Elders,
and Mrs. Georgia E. Bruton,
of Knoxville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Pauline Foster, of Philadel-
phia, Pa., and other relatives.
Interment at West Lawn Cem-
etery, with J. D. Ledford, fu-
neral director, in charge.
Mr. Owen Naff attended the
funeral of his uncle in Oliver
Springs, Tenn., recently.
A Negro American league
baseball game was played
here in Cardinal Park on the
night of June 21, between the
Harlem All-Stars, and the
Kansas City Monarchs. The
Harlem All
-Stars won by the
score of 5-4. The Veteran
baseball pitcher Satchel Paige
was the center of attraction.
Paige was accompanied by
Goose Tatum,
—
Mississippi
BATES VILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER
Regular monthy services
were held at New Enon M.B.
church the fourth Sunday. De-
votion was led by Rev. C. W.
Joiner, followed by prayer and
song. Then a selection by the
pianist, Mrs. Della Robertson
Rev. Cox delivered the ser-
mon.
A very fine Childrens Day
program was rendered at Sand
Spring AME church the fourth
Sunday.
Mt. Gillian M.B. Church had
very fine services the fourth
Sunday. Rev. L. L. Lipton is
pastor.
Services at Cotton Plant
AME church the fourth Sun-
day were most enjoyable.
• a •
CORINTH
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
The City Road Methodist
Church rendered a soul stirr-
ing weekly services. Guest
speaker was Rev. Earby from
Moorehead, Miss. Rev. J. R.
McLeod, pastor thanks one and
all who took part in the ser-
vices.
The Gospel Quartet render-
ed a musical program at the
Missionary Baptist Church. It
was sponsored by the Love
and Charity Society Camp No.
9.
Rev. and Mrs. W. W Item-
ilton were guests of Mrs. Co-
leen Maddox at Red Bay.
Mrs. Tissie Carpenter, Joe
Turner, Mr. Wells and Mrs.
Fowler at Community Hospi-
tal.
Will Jones' funeral was held
at Piney Grove Missionary
Baptist Church in Red Bay,
Ala. Eulogy by Rev. W. C.
Commings.
• • •
NEWBERN
By ARCHIE WOODS
Norman Osuldin arid Rosie
Nay and a friend from St.
Louis were guests of their
aunt, Mrs. Carey Walker last
weekend. They left Sunday
morning for Little Rock, Ark.
Robert Gaulldn, Norman's son
accompanied them.
Rev. P. E. Coeiman and Mr.
Legrant Welch were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Dolly Jones last
Sunday.
Mrs. Robbie Mosley was din-
ner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Al-
vin Wiggians last Sunday.
Miss Mary Joyce Hamilton
of Bayside, N Y. and Miss
Barbara Ann Woods, of New
.
'racy were home last Sun-
/ay morning to visit with their
parents Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Hamilton and Mrs. Pauline
Woods.
Yours truly was in Fulton,
Ky. last Saturday on business.
• • •
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Jethro Buford
and wife; Mr. C A. Hawkins,
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Rob-
inson, Mrs. Mae Thelma Haw-
kins and baby visited Mr. and
Mn. Lloyd Robinson at Lam-
bert.
Childrens Day will be held
at Valley Chapel CME church
the fourth Sunday in July.
Rev. W.C. Covington in pastor.
The Water Valley district
zone meeting will be held at
Mt. Vernon CME Church the
fifth Sunday in July, Rev.
Mathis, pastor, Rev. G. D. Red-
dick presiding elder; Mrs. Zel-
la Faster, district missionary
president.
Mrs. Mettle Lou Hawkins of
Memphis visited relatives here
last Sunday
Entertaining
NACWC, Labor Department, Howard University
To Sponsor July 27-28 Work Conference For Girls
WASHINGTON, D.i.
The National Association oi
Colored Women's Clubs has
been joined by the U. S. De-
partment of Labor and How-
ard University in the spon-
sorship of what is believed to
be the first national confer-
ence on work opportunities
for girls and young women.
The conference will be held
at Howard University July 27
and 28.
More than 500 persons are
expected to participate in the
parley, which will have as
Its theme "The World of
Work." To date, 19 organiza-
tions have pledged their sup-
port of the conference, and
requests to participate have
come from young women in
22 states and the District of
Columbia, including some 30
American Indian youth who
are being brought to Wash-
ington by the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs.
The work conference is be-
Arkansas
WARREN
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
Hi there all you nice people.
Here I am again reporting
some of the happenings in and
eraund Warren. So here we
go.
The Daily Bible Vacation
School which convened at
Bethel A. M. E. Church in
North Warren came to a close
with an exciting program
presented by the teachers and
instructors of the school.
Namely T.C. Brunson, Mrs.
Rennie Collins, Mrs. Lillie
Hadley, Mrs. Bertha Jamison.
Mrs. E. G. Gilliam and the
Rev. C. J. Brooks, pastor of
Carmel Baptist church
Rev. Jamison was host pastor.
The Missionary Conventior
convened at Mt. Holly last
week. Attending this great
convention from Warren were
Rev. and Mrs. J.D. Jamison.
Mrs. Libbie Hadley, Mrs.
Rennie Collins, Mrs. Beatrice
Campbell and Mrs. E.G. Gill-
iam. They reported that the
Convention was quite
inspiring.
Mrs. M. Brooks gave a
birthday party recently in
honor of her son Earnest Relin.
The evening was spent play-
ing games and having fun
with a large number of his
friends on hand to wish him
a happy birthday. The honoree
received lots of lovely gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Goldbsy of
Little Rock spent some time in
the home of Mrs. Roberta
Price recently.
Rev. J. P. Ridgell has re-
turned home after spending
about four weeks in Veterans
Hospital in Little Rock. Best
wishes for a speedy recovery
to Rev. Ridgell.
Mr. Richard Fisher was in
Little Rock last week for a
check up at Veterans hospital.
Mr. Fisher has been ill for
some time now. He was accom-
panied to Little Rock by his
wife, Mrs. Lula Fisher and
Mrs. Juanita Davis. We wish
him a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Emma King and Mrs.
Mattie Gould visited St. James
A.M.E. Church last Sunday.
Mrs. Gould is a resident of
Hot Springs and visited in the
home of Mrs. King.
Mrs. Bell Whaley of
Chicago, Mrs. Hattie Thomp-
son, Mrs. Beatrice Thompson,
Mrs. Laura Price and Mrs.
Rachel Louis all of Pine Bluff
spent some happy and enjoy-
able hours in the home of
Mrs. Lillie Hadley. They are
Mrs. Hadley's relatives.
Mrs. Sallie Neal and Miss
Janette Neal of Warren are
vacationing in Detroit in the
home of Mrs. Neal's sons,
Roscoe and Neal.Jr.
Mr. A.C. Daniels and Mr.
Bowles of Kansas City were
visitors in the home of Mrs.
Juanita last Monday after-
noon.
The Bethel Beacon Club of
Bethel Church met in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Lambert with the lovely and
gracious president, Mrs. Eddie
Colen.
Anniversary dinners and
wedding receptions call for
special food. A 1 hi-inch %%wise
of honeydew melon or canta-
loupe with a th n slice of ham
makes a good appetiser.
• • . •
BATES VILLE
The Missionary Society met
Friday at Bethel AME church
with president, Mrs. Maude
Ktindery presiding. Guest
speaker was Mrs. Bertha Wil-
liams; Rev. McDade, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenster Ken-
nard and Tyree Kennard Vis-
ited in West Plains, Mo. last
F.;onday.
Rev. 0. G. Watkins is ill in
Dr. Gray's hospital.
Johnnie Merriwether isIll in
Clinic Hospital.
Rev. Albert St. Clair attend-
ed services in West Batesville
last Sunday at Friendship Bap-
tist church.
Rev. and Mts. R.C. Scribner
attended services at New Ark.
Sunday morning at Oakgrove
Baptist church.
Mrs. Buelah Brown and Mrs.
Lutisha Brown of Newport
visited, their mother and fath-
er. Rev. and Mrs 0, G. Wat-
kins.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinnly Wil-
liams visited in Newport lest
Thursday evening.
James Thomas is ill at his
home.
mg held in conjunction with
the biennial convention of the
National Association of Col-
ored Girls, an NACWC affi-
liate.
Assistant Secretary of La-
bor Esther Peterson will key-
note the meeting with an ad-
dress at the opening session
Friday, July 27 at 9 an. Oth-
er speakers at this session in-
clude NACWC President Ro-
sa L. Gregg of Detroit and
Dr. Robert E. Martin, associate
professor of government and
chairman of the Cit,.zenshlp
Project at Howard.
Other first-day features in-
clude workshops on aptitudes
and interests, employment op-
portunities, and preparing for
career.
Also scheduled for Friday
will be a panel discussion fee-
luring young women in un-
usual occupations at 10 stn.
and a general meeting at 8
p.m. in the Departmental Au-
ditorium of the Labor De-
partment, The latter program
will include an address by
Attorney General Robert Ken-
nedy and musical selections
by Mitch Miller and Leslie
Uggams.
TOURS SCHEDULED
Saturday's schedule includes
tours of the White House and
Capitol, with meetings with
key congressmen and sena-
tors in the morning and a
workshop reporting session in
the afternoon. The meeting
ends with a Saturday evening
banquet at Howard Univer-
sity.
According to Dr. Gragg,
the forthcoming conference is
not only the first to be held
at the national level in which
young women will be able to
talk with experts in employ-
ment and career counseling,
but it is also the first of its
type which the federal gov-
ernment has helped sponsor.
The NACWC president said
that plans are being made for
subsequent conferences of
this type on the local, state,
and regional levels. NACWC
has affiliated clubs in 41
states and the District of Co-
lumbia.
Dr. Gregg has requested
that individuals and groups
Interested in participating in
the conference write to: The
World of Work, National As-
sociation of Colored Women's
Clubs, 1601 "R" Street, NW.,
Washington, D. C.
ELDER J. E. POINDEXTER
(right) receives a gold
plaque from Elder Curtis
and Mrs. Maggie Smith (ex-
treme left) in recognition of
outstanding achievement
during his service as presi-
dent of the Youth Depart-
Alabama
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
The celebration of t h e an-
nual Women's Day prograans
featured Sunday service held
at both Mt. Zion and New Be-
thel Baptist. Mrs. Rosie L. Al-
len was guest speaker at Mt.
Zion and Mrs. Thelma Gard-
ner of Woodlawn elementary
school was guest speaker at
New Bethel. A throng of vis-
itors were in attendance at
both churches and listened to
the speakers who delivered
messages to the delight of all.
Mrs. Mary L. Heath of In-
dianapolis spent several days
here with her sister, Mrs. Car-
rie Maxwell and family.
Mrs. Maude J. Newberry
worshipped in Overton last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammuel
Hearn of Birmingham were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Posey last Sunday afternoon.
ment of Tennessee's second
jurisdiction, Church of God
in Christ. He has held po-
sition since 1956.
Thomas-Sapp Engagement
Announced; Aug. Rites Set
MARSHALL Texas — Mr.
and Mrs. Garrett Thomas of
Galveston announce the en-
gagement of their daughter,
Ernestine Stubblefield, to Wal-
ter Sapp, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vander Sapp of New Orleans,
La.
The wedding is set for Aug-
ust 18 in Waco.
The bride - elect will receive
a degree in elementary educa-
tion at the annual commence-
ment of Wiley college on May
21. She is a member of Alpha
Alpha Alpha Honor
society, Alpha Kappa
Mu Honorary society,
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority,
editor of Wiley Reporter, New-
man club, Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities, and campus
Kahok Indian Dancers Ready
For Series Of Summer Dates
COLLINSVILLE, Ill. — The
Kahok Indian dancers, who
fashion their own authentic
co.sturnes and perfect their
dances, are preparing for their
Summer season of free cere-
monial shows at Cahokia
Mounds State park.
The Calumet ceremony, an
ancient Indian ceremonial, will
be presented July 7, 8; July 21,
22; Aug. 4, 5, and Aug. 18, 19.
Each two-night presentation
will be a completely different
program in the series of four
colorful pageants.
Underground wiring powers
colorful lighting effects for the
shows, which will begin at
dusk.
They are presented in a nat-
ural setting before spectators
seated on the slope of the large
mound to the south of route
40.
The dancers have studied the
PRESIDENT BENNER C.
TURNER of South Carolina
State College pins the
bronze leaf on Major Albert
L. walker of the ROTC staff
following his recent promo-
ceremonials of many tribes
and have made Summer trips
to Colorado to study at nation-
wide Indian ceremonials.
They have previously drawn
thousands for single shows at
The Mounds, but this is the
first year they have scheduled
a series.
The dancers are in their late
teens. There are no historic
Kahok Indians. The name was
coined by Collinsville High
school students about 1924.
Wanted: Jobs
For Youth
One of the most immediate
problems facing youth is the
need to find jobs which fill the
individual's need for status
and satisfaction, it was report-
ed at the annual conference of
the Child Study Association of
lion Looking on is Joyce
Walker of El Paso, Tex.
Walker has served on the
staff of the senior
unit at the college ,nra
Auxrust, 1950. He is from
"Sweetheart" of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity.
Sapp is a Wiley graduate
with a degree in science. He is
now doing graduate study a
the University of Wisconsin. A
Wiley college Sapp was active
in Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
He was a member of Alpha
Alpha Alpha Honor society, Al
pha Kappa Mu Honorary so-
ciety, Beta Kappa Chi Scienti-
fic society, Student Senate
Veterans club, Newman club
No-Pan Dinner
If you plan right You can
cook an entire meal in the
gas broiler of your gas range
and eliminate pots and pans.
This menu from the Gas Ap-
pliance Manufacturers Asso-
ciation uses the broiler to cap-
acity: broiled corn on the cob
(wrapped in aluminum foil),
center slices of . ham, thick
slices of tomato. Serve with
hard rolls, salad and fresh
strawberries.
Georgia
McRAE
By VIOLA THOMAS
A revival meeting was held
at New Shiloh M. B. church re-
cently. The Rev, D. E. Hartley
of Jacksonville. Fla. was guest
speaker for the week. On Sun-
day, the pastor, Rev. J. B. Sut-
ton preached a wonderful ser-
non which was enjoyed by all.
Later in the afternoon, the
Rev. W. W. Walker of Fitz-
gerald preached the closing
sermon.
America.
'Lack of such jobs contrib-
utes directly to delinquency,"
Mrs. Clarence K. Whitehall,
president of the national fam--
ily education, organization
said.
Texas and received his com-
mission as meeting lievgenant,
infantry, at Palrie jcw
A & M College in 1949 whsn
he graduated.
Illinois
UNITY
By MRS. M. E. VAUGHN
The homecoming Ce le-
ebration of the Eighty-second
Anniversary of the Mt. Zion
Baptist Church was quite
successful. Guest churches
present were St. Mark, Klon-
dike, Ill. and pastor, Rev. M
Gentry St. James A.M.E. of
this vicinity; and Rev. O. W.
Young, pastor of New Pleas-
ant Grove, Klondike.
Rev. M. t;entry delivered the
message. Rev. A. W. Conwell,
pastor of Mt. Zion, was pres-
ent.
Mrs. Sallie Ann McNeal
and little daughter, her sister,
Miss Geraldine Smith. and
brother, Johnie, all of Chicago
Ill., visited their parents, Mr.
& Mrs. Sellie Smith. Their
sister, Mrs. Nancy Cambell
and little son, Greg, and little
Jame! Fogg, son of Mrs. Mc-
Neal, returned to Chicago
with the visitors for a brief
vacation.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Nelson
and daughter, Beverly Ann of
Sterling, Ill., and Miss Norma
Jean of Gary, Ind. visited
their parents and grand-
parents, Mr. & Mrs. Milton
Vaughn, Jr. Miss Allen is
spending the summer here.
Leroy Vaughn of Portland,
Oreg. is now living with his
parents, Mr. & Mrs. M.V.
Vaughn. Charles Vaughn who
is now working out with the
St. Lo Louis Hawks, basketball
team of St. Louis Mo. spent
a few hours with (us parents
rather recently.
Representatives of the
Non-violent Freedom Com-
mittee of Carlo, Ill., rendered
a program at the Mt. Zion
Baptis Church of this vicinity
Sunday afternoon, July 1.
Those present were Miss
Charlene Williams and
Charles Koen of Cairo, Ill.,
James Peck of Southern
Ill.; Charles Dunlap. Miss Joy
Reagon and brother. Carden,
of Nashville, Tenn.
Rev. & Mrs. J. E. Kyle of
Grand Rapids, Mich. visited
Mr. & Mrs. DeRoy Kyle and
Mother, Mrs. Mollie Kyle.
The Christian Community
Chorus rendered its monthly
program Sunday evening, July
1st, at the St. James A.M.E.
Church for the Adams Chapel
A.M.E. Church of Cache, Ill,
A wonderful success was wit-
nessed.
Otis Lathan, Jr. and sun,
Otis Lee, and a friend, Lee
Kenny, of Los Angeles,
Calif., motored here to spend
the July holiday with Mr. &
Mrs. Otis Lathan, Sr. and
other relatives in this area.
On the sick list are: Mes-
dames Luella Reese and
Carrie Winston and husband,
Sidney: and Hattie Hickman.
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Williams,
and Mr. es Mrs. Charlie Webb
motored to St. Louis, Mo.
Sunday, July 1st, to visit Mr.
& Mrs. Wesley Williams and
family, and Mr. & Mrs.
Williams and family, and Mr.
William Brown.
• • •
.SANDUSKY.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Shackel-
ford celebrated their 32nd
Anniversary, Wednesday. June
27th, with a very fine dinner.
There were about nine guests
present. Mrs. Monette E.
Vaughn acted as hostess.
Indiana
LOGANSPORT
By M. L. CROSSLAND
Rev. Floyd and Rev. J. W.
White conducted services on
time last Sunday at their re-
spective churches.
Mr. and Mrs. Humphreys
and children of Kokomo were
guests of Mrs. Humphrey's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aloyous
Dunn.
E. Ferguson visited in An-
derson, Ind., over the week-
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Far-
rell visited in South Bend,
Ind., the guests of friends.
Commencement ex er cises
were conducted in the "Berry
Bowl" of Logansport high
school. Miss Catherine Dunn
and Roy Boyette were gradu-
ated.
Mr, and Mrs. Isia Kenner
and family of Kokomo were
recent guests of Mrs. Nenner's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Upthe grave of
Ft. Wayne, and Mr. and Mrs.
Jewel Moore have returned
home.
• • •
PERU
By M. L. CROSSLAND
Rev. James Dupre conduct-
ad services on time last Sun-
day at Mt. Herman Baptist
'hunch.
Mrs, Ralph W. Jackson of
Mt. Vernon, who recently
visited her mother, Mrs. Julia
Crossland, has returned home.
Mrs. Carry Garnett, 94, died
at Dukes hospital after an es-
tended illness. Funeral servi-
ces were conducted at Elken-
herry Funeral Home.
Terry Lee Was graduated
from Peru senior high school
last FridAY.
Rev.' Floyd conducted servi-
ISMS on time last Sunday at
Waymon AME church. A var-
iety show was conducted at the
civic center last Sunday by
Waymon AME church. Mrs
Thompson Lee, Mrs. Geo.
Beasley, Kennedy Beasley and
Mrs. Floyd participated.
Page 9
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Funeral services for Mr.
Achie Dorsey were hold
Saturday. June 30, 1962, at the
Mt. Tabor Baptist Church of
which he was a member, with
the pastor, Rev. W. L. While,
officiating. Mr Dorsey tiled
Monday morning, June 25th,
at the St. Mary's Hospital in
Cairo, Ill., where he was ad-
mitted Sunday afternoon. The
Avant Funeral Service was, in
charge. His wife, Mrs. Lissie
Dorsey is on the sick list and
was unable to attend the fune-
ral.
Others on the sick list are:
Mr. Lonnie Lewis and
daughter, Mrs. Roxie Rosa,
Mrs. Anna Jones, and Rev.
L. M. Dow who is still in a
critical condition in St. Mary's
Hospital in Cario, Ill.
• • • •
AURORA
By ADA L. CARNOR
Arthur Smith and son of
Gobles, Mich. attended the fu-
neral of Hershel Norris.
Mrs. Matilda O'Neal has re-
turned from Mt. Bayou, Miss.
where she was called to attend
the funeral of two relatives
who were killed in an auto
accident.
Western Light Chapter Or-
der of Eastern Star will spon-
sor a tea and garden party on
Sunday, July 22 at the home
of Mrs. Simms on View at.
Among those motoring to
Rock to visit the Masonic
Home were Mr. and Mrs. La-
Cour, Henry Foley, Mrs. Fran-
cis Robinson, Mrs. Irene
Bridgeford, Mrs. Cleo Bryant
and Mr. and Mrs. Armond
Wallace.
Mrs. Matilda O'Neal is ill
at St. Charles hospital.
Clyde Carter passed away
at Community hospital after
a long illness. He is survived
by his wife, Mary, 2 sons, 2
daughters, a brother, 2 sisters
and other relatives.
Mr, and Mrs. E. Hall of Chi-
cago were guests of the Rich-
ard Davenports last Sunday.
Miss Mary James, daughter
of Mrs. Luella Woods and,J9-
seph Weston were married last
Saturday by Rev. Wesby. Miss
Emma Lee Jones and Sylves-
ter Parker were married at
the same time. It was a dou-
ble wedding at Main St. Bap-
tist Church.
Roy Crenshaw is a patient
at Copley hospital.
• • •
CAIRO
By DAN CLARK
Rev. P. J. Gooch and Mr
J. R. Stokes have returned
from Denver where they at-
tended the Baptist conven-
tion.
Mrs. Sadie Washburn is vis-
iting relatives in Indianapo-
lis for the summer.
The former Mrs. Learleue
Fields and husband spent 2
weeks vacationing here with
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Greg-
ory of Tyler, Tex. are attend-
ing school at S.I.V.
Miss Eddie Talbert of Chi-
cago is visiting her mother and
stepfather, Rev. and Mrs. R.
S. Everett.
Mrs. G. Bell Parks of Pe-
oria, Ill. was here last Sunday
and sang on the air with See
Mitchell Fisher.
Mrs. Corinne Johnson of
Gary, Ind. died recently. Her
niece and sister-in-law, Mrs.
Richmond Mathis and Mrs.
Alice Smith attended the fu-
neral. Mrs. Johnson was
former wife of Ernest Medcall
of Cairo.
Mrs. Charlotte Grogan. at
tended the funeral of ,her
brother James Butler in Chi-
cago Heights, Ill.
Rev, Blaine Ramsey, Ji.
pastor of Ward Chapel, A1h4/.
church have just returner'
from a ministers meeting .in
Michigan.
• • •
SPARTA
Mrs. Lula St. James recently
visited in Dixon, Ill. with he;
son. She is back in the city,.
Mrs. L. St. James took .her
place in Bethel AME chnrch.
The church was glad to re-
ceive her.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen of Keo-
kuk, Iowa were in the tit,
last week visiting the Culpep-
pers.
Classified Ads
v—Spiritual advisors 
MAGICAL SECRETR
FOR LOVE
Win the ove of •nyone you wish.'Sr.'.
details. Send a self -addressed envelop,
to Ann, Rom 7762, Chicago CO. 10.
13—Correspondence Clubs
LOIS EL/7 BS RA241' JOIN TUC
A merIcian Oltile, los 767. 0517. lad
Send 10o for InfOrMaelon.
,,rLi^ FIND PHA&
WOMEN OR MEN list 9 ft/Er
Friendly Club. 2810 Poplar Pt Can,.
Illinois
& Female
Help Wanted 
SALESMEN
SALESWOMEN
Wanted to cell retail &overusing
the memento Merest. We sag 25 P.
coat and 70 per sent marmot eon
rnisalon on the dollar
The New Tri•Mta to Defender
236 ft Wellington at
Memphis. Tenneosee
— 
_ -
97 — Neale, he Man
PRILANfl. larifitiANTEMTIFIFt
home for sale. Completely furbish.
Wall In Wall gallatt. Many eve".
IA ere lot lite1960,11. s 5. 91196
commercial raltreitess. Call 110 3-711
after 5:30 prin.
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WHO WILL BE THE LUCKY
BOY? PUT YOURSELF IN
THIS SPACE TURN PAGE
AND SEE
STARS ON SHELF
For weeks, the World Cham-
pions New York Yankees were
hysterically worried about
Mickey Mantle — their great
super star. Then to place salt
in their wounds, last year's
premier relief man, Luis Ar-
royo, was sidelined by arm
:trouble. Of course, with the
• Cuban lefty convalescing, it
was appropriate for ace Whitey
Ar or d to succumb to shoulder
jrpains, being unable to finish
:that which he had started on
the mound.
The latter was nothing new
even in the compilation of 25
triumphs in 1961. Ford didn't
finish many of those either;
however, he could depend on
his shadow (Arroyo) to come
,in to douse the flames.
With this galaxy of talent,
not to mention the army tour-
ing Tony Kubek on the shelf,
it was no wonder that the
Yanks were pretty lucky to
just stay in pennant conten-
tion. The New Yorkers did
drop as many as five games off
the pace.
SHERIFF IN CHARGE
These infirmary blues didn't
have a complete blackout et-
/b.-feet on the perennial American
F. League Champs. While the rest
'pf the league woke up and got
din thorrace, the Yankeee had
lo rely heavily on their pro-
gressively grown-weaker pitch-
ding staff.
Mantle's knee injury seem-
ingly gave opposing pitching
impetus to get Bill Skowron,
.Elston Howard and Roger Mar-
is out wtih an incredible con-
sistency. Evidence of the si-
lence in the New York arsenal
was the elevation of Bobby
Richardson, lead-off man and
seventh place hitter to the
coveted third slot.
From whom then, did Man-
ager Ralph Houk, get a consis-
tent performance? When Ar-
royo saved games, it was head-
lines, but when southpaw
Marshall Bridges strolled from
the Yankees bull pen and stop-
ped opposing rallies, there were
few sentences that told of his
work. It was apparent, how-
ever, that Houk had found a
Ai new stopper in the "Sheriff,"
1. the name former teammates
at Cincinnati gave him because
it corresponded wtih his first
name.
Bridges, a native of Jackson,
Miss., Mt well known to Mem-
phians who followed the Mem-
phis Red Sox a few years back.
Bridges is a product of the Del-
ta Baseball School. In a tele-
phone conversation with Matty
Brescia, an old friend, now a
salesman for Consolidated
Liquors. I was reminded of the
school which he and than Red
Sox manager, Homer "Goose"
Curry, founded. The baseball
school held sessions at Green-
ville and Jackson in Mississippi
and locally at Martin Stadium,
now a parking lot for a truck-
ing line.
TURBULENT AS RUSHER
Bridges, a lean six-footer,
, who in his early playing days,
had a yearn to "walk on the
wild side." was first signed by
the New York Giants, to a AAA
lpcontract with Minneapolis for asalary of $800 a month. After
• purchasing Bridges from Red
Sox general manager, Dr. B. B.
...Martin, the Giants sent him to
Class "B" Virginia farm team
where he played as a first-
baseman. Bridges had also La-
bored in the outfield at Mem-
phis.
This writer can best describe
the "Sheriffs" off the field ac-
tivity as that which is currently
associated with Bo Belinsky,
the brash Los Angeles Angels'
kfthander.
Unfortunately for Bridges,
the Giants were less tolerant
than the embryonic Angels
YES, THIS IS IT
Don't stop caring ler your •coly
until you hov• tried Eli., Brown's
1r " Scalp Conditioner with Pilocorpin•
• and Sylph*r. Price, only isi.25.
Sn•ciol Towel. °intro.,' flOs
ELDER BROWN'S
CHEMICAL CO.
‘4Vil 11-1036 Memphis, Tenn.,
have been with wee hours in
the morning escapades of the
colorful Belinsky. Bridges was
released and back to the long
bus rides with the Negro Amer-
ican League Red Sox, which
was to be his fate.
It wasn't long before the
fastballer had hooked up with
the St. Louis Cardinals. Used
mostly in relief with the Cards,
Marshall did a credible job,
despite trouble occasionally
with the gopher ball. Watching
Bridges in 1958, against San
Francisco in old Seals Stadium
pointed this out. He had mas-
tered the Giants for a short re-
lief period when Willie Kirk-
land, a lefthanded hitter,
abruptly u
ing with a
the bleachers.
After the gam
dressing room,
still his old hi
self. in fact, Geor
Curt Flood looke
this fine pitch-
et-like shot into
In the CardLs
ridges was
spy-go-lucky
Crowe and
on him as
one of the club's jokesters.
St. Louis peddled the erratic
fastballer off An Cincinnati in
1960. Why Bridges was sold
wasn't published, but this
scribe learned from reliable
sources that he was involved
in a St. Louis hotel incident
that was magnified because it
involved a racial entanglement.
During the Reds' arrarnbl
for the National League pen-
nant last year, Bridges was
farmed out about mid-season:
thus. he was denied the thrill
of playing in a World Series.
A YANK NOW
They say many players per-
form differently in Yankee
flannels. So Bridges could get
the chance to compete in the
tall classic with the greatest of
them all. Bridges has more than
paid the Yankees back for the
faith they showed him. -
Depending heavily on what
he dubs es his flame thrower,
Bridges has emerged as the
bull pen pitcher most likely to
get the call when Manager
Houk needs a big out. His
earned run average of less than
two runs is tops on the staff.
The Sheriff has a 1-0 record.
not counting the numerous
saves for faltering starters.
Now that the ex-Red Sox hurl-
er is showing his true talent
on the field, here's hoping that
he will remember when off the
field that Belinsky is Polish.
SIGHTS ON CHICAGO
Harvey Branch Ike every
reason to have his sights set
on Chicago as his ultimate goal.
Branch is a pitcher on the Chi-
cago Cubs' San Antonio farm
team, where his 9-5 record is
amone the league's top five
hurlers. Branch is a former
Booker T. Washington stand,
out, whose parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Branch, reside at
1459 Hamilton.
Branch signed with the Cubs
in 1958 while he was playing
for Cliff Hallman's Magnolia
Eagles, a local semi-pro nine.
Golfing
With 'LW
Its never too hot to play
golf. Ask this beginner Hosea
Alexander who had as his golf-
ing buddies Joe Carr, .1r.,
Charles Janes and Cecil Good-
be.
Look for Negro golf to grow
by leaps and bounds Nathaniel
D. Williams interest has been
stimulated to the extent that
each Wednesday he loads his
daughters, Natolyn, Naomi and
even Shirley Jean (age 6) in-
BALLET WORKSHOP—Mrs.
Mable Love, seated left, as-
sociate professor of physical
education at Fisk. conducted
• four-week workshop in the
FACE GEORGIA JUSTICE—
The NAACP is defending 13
of the 14 Negro youths in-
dicted in connection with the
Augusta slaying of a white
youth who was shot during a
ride through the Negro sec•
lion armed with guns. rocks
and other weapons, suppos•
odly looking for "fun," but
Irritated by integration ef-
forts of Negro youth. All
told, nine Negroes face first
THE JOHNSON LEGACY —
Mrs. James Weldon Johnson
presents a photo of her late
husband, who became the
first Negro executive secre-
tary of the NAACP in 1920.
Mr. Johnson was noted for
literary classics such as
"God's Trombones." • book
of sannons in the style of the
to a auto and follows t h e
crowd to the Fuller golf course
to a free clinic held for teen-
agers by Robert Wright from
I p.m, to 3 p.m. This is the
first big step taken by a par-
ent to see teenage girls golf.
Nat D. does not intend to stop
until he has brought at least
17 to the clinic. Along with
the Williams girls was Betty
Edwards. Robert Wright states
if the kids interest stay high
he will continue this I re e
clinic every Wednesday for the
Manhattan Bowling Bolls
Crown Prince S. Swing•ter Shirt. L Bloss•.
Connie. Lino Of Bowling Supplies SEnuiprno,
Trophirre For All Occesi•ns
Iour Bowling Eguipro•nt H•con.n.f•rii''
F A 7 c1277575 Leon,
basic steps of the ballet on
the Fisk university campus
recently, and eke is seen sur-
rounded by her young pu-
pils. Mrs. Love will attend
degree murder charges and
five are charged with rioting.
Paul R , upper left, fac-
es a murder count. Defoe
Holmes, upper right, John E.
Davis. ower left, and Thomas
Holmes, Jr., lower right, face
charges of rioting. Funds to
assist in their defense may
be sent to the NAACP, 20
West 40th it., New York, 18,
N. Y.
early Negro preacher. Seen
here with Mrs. Johnson are
Bishop Stephen Gill Spotts-
wood, chairman of the
NAACP board of directors.
center, and Arthur B. Spin-
garn, NAACP president. and
close friend of the poet, who
dedicated "God's Trombones"
to him.
rest of the summer.
Youngsters will find in en-
tering these integrated colleges
it will be best to learn as much
as one can about all sports
and it will be a tremendous
help toward joining the social
activities that goes on in col-
lege. T ti e most"challenging
course in the city is at your
disposal.
HULL-DOBBS
NEW FORD
the 30th anniversary of Dance
Educators of America in New
York City this month at Ho-
tel Commodore.
Go Modern
On Driving
JOHANNESBURG, South
Afrioa—(UPI) — South Africa
may consider a change from
the British system and have
the country's drivers drive on
the right side of the road in-
stead of the left.
The country's road safety
council has recommended that
the government consider the
change before ite modernizes
the nation's roads.
West Holmes
YPCC
Club News
By
Thomas Saulsberry
"QUEEN CROWNED"
There was joy and jubilation
at the crowning of our queen
last week. Miss Helen Meeks
was selected the queen of our
organization for 1962-83.
We would like to commend
her for her efforts. In what
seemed like hours, the an-
nouncement was made slowly
by the president, Sammie
Hardaway. After the announce-
ment she was wildly applaud-
ed by the large crowd that at-
tended the event. She was also
presented a sweater with the
lettering "West Holmes YPCC
Queen of 62-63." Jimmie Souls-
bery, jr., and Clennon Souls-
bery served as the reporter and
photographer for the night.
Miss Betty Jean Malone
came in a very close second,
with Misses Betty House and
Liza Trent following in that
order. We are encouraging the
runners-up to get recdy for
next year. because they are
still eligible.
SCHOLARSHIPS
The proceeds from this event
will be used to start a scholar-
ship fund for some of our up-
coming graduates. This idea
was presented to the club by
Clennon Saulsbery several
weeks ago. In order to be eligi-
ble for scholarships one must
be a member of this organiza-
tion. The details of the contest
to be used will be announced
at a later meeting.
The big day is right upon
"the world agrees on 'GlIbey's, please'!"
Obey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. iv A
Gaily, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Produots Company
us. i"Ainual Day At The Park"
is Saturday. July 14, at Fullers.
Per110419 moths to go along"
this outing should contact our
members. The fee for non-
members wilt he .50c. Each in,-
dividual will carry his lunch
with the club furnishing thill re-
treshments. Spurts of all t1,01
will be played on this day..
GOD SE NT
All Prayers and Healing, Free
HEALER AND ADVISOR
Are You Suffering—Sick—Need Advise?
Don't consider her just another reader. You've seen
her on television, read about her in the papers, now, ste•
her in person, look for the name of REV. SISTER GABLE
on the sign with the big white cress.Locatedatherhemie.
See REV. SISTER GABLE. She has the God:Given
Power to heal by Prayer. Guarantees to heal the sick and
the ailing, but there is no pity for those who know they
are in hard luck and don't come to see REV. SISTER
GABLE, Donations accepted.
These are but a few that have been healed and Wised •
by REV. SISTER GABLE. There are thousands of others
that have been helped by REV. SISTER GABLE. SO Coate
today, tomorrow may be too late. Remember if them is
God's help on earth it can be found through REV. SISTER
GABLE. She heals by the hand of God. Remember there
is a lucky charm that has been blessed by the Saints of
Jerusalem given free with each visit.
bow bed bard look
end been under evil
leflrence for meny
years. I a•ufti not
bold e jelly lot rtn•
aisle te R•v. Slater
Goble end I Ire.i• a
•teady lob end fool.
Ine fins.
wo• flat an my
back •afferIne from
on incurahl•sli 
Th•rs. wa• n• h• p •
until I heard of and
e•n R•v.Sists. Gable
th• Indian h • a I •
Thank God for her, I
reel wall.
1.•8 unsumseefel
IA re•rarig• end se-
petered far y••res
On• visit with Rev.
Si stets Gable end ve•
ere back t•g•th•r
end rosy happy.
You will get a free lucky cross that has been blessed
by the Saints of Jerusalem at no extra charge. She will
give you a lucky number.
So drive a little ways for the help that you need, and
see how it pays if there is God's help on this earth to
be found, you can get it through REV. SISTER GABLE.
Many have turned to her, so you must too. Remeaber, by
the hand of God, all things are possible.
BlestThe Day Yso Visited REV.SISTER GABLE
So Come And Be Blessed At Her Temple
Donations Only
Hours 7:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. Daily and Sunday
Read for both White 6: Colored, No Appointment Necessary
Private and Confidential Reading in her own Home.
Res. Sister Gable Is located permanently Ili miles tree
City Limits of Collierville, Tennessee en
HWY. 72, EAST OF TOWN ON HOLLY SPRINGS ROAN
Look for croon in front of her House Trailer Home
Transportation front Memphis to ROLM. Sable
Take the Yellow Cab Bus to
DON'T MISS
Your
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home DeliveryService
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
- Fill in Application Now -
Application For
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service
INOTE: Bring or moil thisapplication to: Home Delivcry Dept. C.L.23. S. Wellington. Memphis.  
PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
•$
r
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DEFENDFR
SATURDAY, JULY IL I%
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS
- INSTANT CREDIT -
YOU CALL NOW_• . • • • • . • • • • • • • .WE BILL YOU LATER• • • • • • • • • • • • • • .JAckson 6-8397
To buy, or sell - A house, an automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church or furniture. Or to rent a room or an apartment.
YOU HAVE THE GOODS• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •WE HAVE THE RESULTS
HOUSE FULL SPECIAL
7 pt. L.R. Sults, 5 pc. 8.R.
Suite, 5 pc. Din•tts Sult•,
R•frig•rator, Stoy•. NO
MONEY DOWN 12.90 p•r Wk.
QUALITY FURNITURE
Is APPLIANCE
WH 8.2993
1294 S Loud•rdole St.
IM;17:N IS WANI
10 NKR
II ply
YUI I KR IS
429 South Main
rithoosed. iirao.. RANGE. eta7
Sartain. S new unhol. I pe. Er. rrii.
sate $10.011 each 3 pc new teak walnut
stale with Inner spring watt. • box
spring ine. $1400. 80114 mahogony
21-Inch RCA etinent• TV. New Ple
tube slur. 1 year $149.05. 7 pc. 11v.
MIL tram $1411.15 used. Reg. $16.86
I. SUM' Mho $50.06. Retries. maid,
At up.
PAIR
Pohl*: 1-1607
MN PARK
WE WILL BUY OR
SELL YOUR PROPERTY
ALL STATE
REALTY CO.
368 BEALE ST.
WH 8-11_16 JA 6-3291
EXECUTIVE
AND
FAMILY
WISH TO
RENT
LOVELY
HOUSE IN
MEMPHIS
CALL
JA 6-8397
POSITION WANTED
xperienced College Grad. De
4tres clerk typist or P.B.X
Position W112.3017
- - • - --•
PItINIS oli
JOE Priraltiire conin-nY
1151 IP•rt eve.
ri4 27054
In Wet toy buys complete house ni
,,uillIi.P. tee rravutnonttitIon
,rtiite. sok INN Paul or Jim.
IV 04110AIRit.. leelinseessed Console TV's. I at
up Notts. JNP
A 7.7a011
APT. NOR RENT APT. 3
401 Boyd
JA 5-7421
MOVING
Pie up Payment no ',tench Prorin.
mai R. R. Suit 11 white) 11 cherry)3 pc Living R. Itutt - 6 Do. Cherry
D. R. dun - "'molt Provincial
Stereo Rot Point Air Conditioner
lee ham 0 P M. to 10 P.M.
11111 last fangs
POR Sail
fteautiful Walnut finished, Spinet
type Plano
664 No. tdiewfid.
NEWLY-DECORATED APARTMENTS.lUondite area. Couple with one or
two children. Near bus and school
Apply 795 N. Claybrook.
HELP WANTED
15 GOOD WORKERS
Pull or part time In Memphis. Sono
wistnard with name, soldiers, arm
telephone to 0.04.1.); 147 5, Ot.stford Drive;
VOUS.. ARIXONA
3 MEN
890 Weekly Earnings
sr • 45. Bleb School Diucatlini
Nen •itt, Wes salerienc• eireieiiee
▪ .e neat In atusearanee. Cl, la
ge,^-arii. Able CO furnish Bone.
PROM0110N T(/
QU A1.111 ED M EN
inf,Its to P.O. Elia 30 - Ol,nsiwitsirs
I El s EMMAUS, personal. business.They mune hi three Genre, 1 colorsl.111 tor 300, 3 color $1.00 for 250.3 color ALE for 210. There are 15
styles. The envelopes IWO the game
Prier. Free samples and Inkelnetten.Pend Oe ter bandit., Rog mailing.Rodger id tisrriann, tom tiger,
Paso Lenin.
FOR sarz
0! . Eyes IS 1 Ilk Ehnen - Ilse414. Priced very cheat..au No. lellewild.
(11.:1110 PALLS
ifeating &MOD - Water MistersWall Emitter - Repaired ant inatailet.RealtienUal Piping. All Wirt Guru-teed. Licensed 
- On Third It,Phan* WE 5-4044
BARBEL LAILE - !Ishii. and Horse-back riding, $104 Horn Late Rd.818-1861.
LET'S TRADE
Hew or Used Furniture
for Dirt
Rich end Good for Gardening
Call WH 8-2666
FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.
Who Won Stone Mountain thjuraiers. mTheembICalrasn rsaidivoande ofbroken nose in the fracas.
Tear gas bombs tossed by
troopers set the stage for a
discussion between Klan
leader Calvin Craig and two
members of the Georgia Hu-
Baffle—Klan Or Police?
STONE MOUNTAIN. Ga. —(UPI) — There was some con-
fusion Monday over who won
the weekend battle of Stone
Mountain - rock - throwing
Ku Klux ..lansmen or billy-
swinging state troopers.
Some Klansmen finally got
to the top of the Confederate
mattiorial Saturday. But they
held a "religious ceremony"
instead 0,f their original inten-
tion of dross burning.
Police said they allowed the
ceremony as a compromise to
avoid further violence and
possible injury to women and
children among the 300 Klans-
men and sympathizers.
Between 30 to 35 troopers
were stationed at Stone Moun-
tain after Klansmen held a
series of meetings in the area
to protest the holding of the
national convention of the
NAACP in nearby Atlanta.
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
SELL RETAIL
ADVERTISING PART-TIME
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
230 South Wellington Street
Memphis. Taus.
asitazatass FISHING ALL DAY50 seaM. - Home back riding 51.(t0hr. 1110 Hata 14 hr. - 5101 HornI.415e 114 - ws-ioss.
SASSES LAKE - Fishing and Horse-huh riding. 1108 Horn Late Rd.
EX 5-10U.
3 14.006 endBah Water pd. Het14
• 45 JO 5-000
Gov. Ernest Vandiver had
ordered that no more demon-
strations could be held on
state property.
TEAR GAS USED
The Klan had differentideas. They marched, with
women and children in their
midst, to the mountain andtried to pass the police line.
It was not clear how the
violence started, but rocks
were thrown by Klansmen
and billy
-clubs were used bythe troopers. It was reportedthat there were no serious in-
2 ROOM and Bath - Water pd. OasHUE JA 1-1100.
VIM MERCURYPast-door, Power Equipment: takeIgicileria Phone 41124134 - After 4:30
SAVE psi - Boy Thersands et nousit wholesale. tend $1.00 (refundable)for far macerated easing. ArMelle'Of Cal a, PO. Box 3M7, Hollywood,
I ?PIAUI HigAEWoRKOR011 MAKEmoney it home) Mailers, 2 Men-
GREeNCABIl E. INDIANA
Represent Wonderful
Cavoy Cosmetics"
Your spare hours can earn real
money! Send brief ream. to P.O.Box 172, MeMPhiv. for free 99roril*and details.
REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Blues For Breakfast
4 to 630 A:M:
HUNKY DORY
6:30 to R:30 & 11 to 12 30
1
IL
CANE COLN.
3230 to 1:30 & 3 to
WLOK
14 en
6
,
Salesmen & Saleswomen
Wanted
To sell retail advertising in
the Memphis market. We
pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commis-
sion on the dollar.
THE NEW
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington St.
Memphis, Tenn.
SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
—•-
1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
We need capable and aggressive display adver•
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability tc
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progiession and merit increases.
_e_
Th3 Mew Tri-State Defender
22 5 South Wellington Sheet
JAckson 6-8397
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
—•--
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defee.zr
Coll or Come In Tock
Finny! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Welli-glon St.
Pick U p Payment on Norge
500 lb. Freezer -S1.90 wk.
Norge Auto. Washer -$1.80.
Pick Up Payment on 3 pcs.
FrOliCh Prey. cherry bed no.
Suit*. 3 pes. White French
Pray, bed no. suite. 8 pes.
Cherry dinning rm. suite.
Living rm. suite, tables &
lamps.
Pick Up Payment on Meg.
Motorola Stereo - A REAL
BUY.
Call Ernest Jones WH 8-2666
FREEMAN FURNITURE CO.
1940 S. Lauderdale Si.
BEAUTICIANS!!
LEARN THE ART OF
HAIR-WEEV
Fc, C•••,` Wr.11,
MADELINE OLIVER'S
HAIR WEEV
Training School
5101 S. Michigan avenue
Chicago, Illinois
KEoweed 6-IM
reau of Investigation, Maj.
Delmar Jones 'and Lt. H. A.
Poole.
It was agreed that 20 Klans-
men would be allowed to
limb the mountain for what
was termed a "religious cere-
mony" on top.
YES
THIS
SPACE IS
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER
NOTICE....MOVING VAN!Private party moving to Memphis, Tenn.
would like a truck load of furniture
moved from Chicago, III., to Memphis,
Tenn., on your return trip to Memphis
from Chicago.
,Call JAckson 6-8397
MADAM BELL
(English LodY)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL it
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet'
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragediCIf any of these are your problems, come let MADAN)
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
Just as she would road an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a succeaa. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Ile sure to look for the RED BIM%
1101 SE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Lim'
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6 2523
YMCA
LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture.Priveaktley 
Rat.,:
Beth -  $ C6 _ lean $W10esh Rooms - ShowersW.  . . .
2. Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round Swimming: 75s30 ft. -Diving - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwaler Lighting -Reautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Redulefiar Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with1200 sealing capecity - For Leagues, Tournaments, CompelaliveMatches. Classes - Booing - Community Programs
4 7-l•roo Club Rooms: Club Meetings - Clasen -'FoluniSConferences - Teas - Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7 —$10 — $25
1-
BLAKE 
NICER USED CARSFAIRCHED 323 No. CLEVELAND BR 4-52201 Leeks South of Seers-CoseseeernWh••• scary customer becomes a &lewd
DARE YOU TO COMPARE OUR CARS AND PRICES!
rilirds, Big Selection
Most Have Full Power And Air, From
19M 1959 1960$1995 $2295 $2595
1961 Ford Conv't., Might red $2295
1961 Ford Galaxl• N.Y., Ms new $2 I 95
1967 Ford F.L. Sudo., low mileage $1695
1957 Ford Country Seise, sir send. 38 5
1959 Olds. tether N.Y., deubl• awe • • • 1995
1959 Chev. 4-due, 7/-11 $1395
1958 Choy. Brookwood, d-doer, "d" 
 
$1095
1957 Ch,,. II•141r N.Y., V4 
 
11 95
1936 Ches. Bal-Air N.Y., V4 
 
$895
Several More To Choose From!
COME SEE:
JOHN BAKER
ED BEALL
NED CAMPBELL
ROY FARMER
BLAKE FAIRCHILD
mom=
Cadillacs Special Closeout
/960 Sedan, 62 S•ri•e, iooded 
1959 Fleetwood, everything. 
1957 Sedan Do Ville, shore 
$3895
$3295
$1695
1956 Sod.. De Ville, all 64:4•555.105 • • • $1195
1955 Satan be Viii., nice 
 
$195
1053 Sedan Po Ville, sells, end good. • • • $495
1952 Coops De Villa, sporty 
 
$395'
1957 Pontiac, 4
-door NT., Super Chief . •
1957 Ply. Seism:18m 4.door H. T., nice • •
1956 Ply., 4
-door "6", •treight /Hee . • •
1955 Ford F.L. Club Sirrion, V.S
1955 Lincoln. Full Pow., al, send... • -
1953 Ch•e. Ivaco', a real peed car.. • • •
$195
$195
$195
 $595
S895
S395
'Vie Guarantee You The Very
lett Caexleitial Fisa
BLAKE
FAIRCHILD
323 No. CLEVELAND BR 4-5220
(1
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